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WITNESS STANDARD OIL'S JOE BAILEY SNEAKS BACK FIERCE

TO THE SENATE SMEARY WITH KEROSENE

FOR DEFENSE

IS CALLED
In Celebrated Thaw Case-H- Is
Testimony Is to Prove

Prisoner Insane.
ATTORNEY

JEROME TRIES
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utnvered by Carrier, M cinU pair month.
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TO SIP- RED HOT EVIDENCE
THAT
POUT THE ACCUSATION
THE SENATOR FHOM TEXAS
WORKED FOU THE STANDARD
OIL MONOPOLY, AND IN FIVE
Oil SIX YEAKS BECAME A
VERY WEALTHY MAN. HE'S
IN MIGHTY IJTTLE DANGER
AMONG THE 1M3LLAH MARKS
THAT MAKE VP MOST OF THE
UNITED STATES SENATE.
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THE SERIOM ACCUSATIONS

AGAINST SENATOR

BAILEY.

,
a"
That Ballet gets big dividends from the Standard Oil company'
on stock acquired after Inducing the state of Texas to allow Standard Oil to again do business in that state.
That a note, for $8,000 given by Bailey to the head of the
'.

company was never paid.
That Bailey concealed his connection with the oil trust, thus In- dlcatlng that hu part was not entirely that of an attorney.
That one of Bailey's duties for Standard Oil was to "fix certain
parties In Texas'
j
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W SLIDE IN HEYBURN AFTER

WEAT1

REACHES SEA

COLORADO

THE NORTHERN

TOJEA

DEADLY

PACIFIC

Shipping on Atlantic Coast Is WrecKed Four Buildings. Kill
Endangered While Oregon
ed Eight People and Injured
Suffers Inundation.
Fourteen More.

f
a"
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NEW YORK EMPLOYS
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5000

CAME DOWN

MOUNTAIN

It Has No Properly Congress Should Annul Its
Charter of 1864.

DRYOEN

.

These are the .main points In the
Bailey's duties to fix certain parties
J. W. BAILEY AT A GLANCE.
Senator Bailey.
IN
One of the vouchers of- indictment against
In Texas.
OPEN
ABOUT 1 000 FEET WITHOUT
KEEPINGJTREETS
WITNESS
fered in evidence is for $1,600, made In addition there la a bewildering deTO
6,
1863.
October
Born
BADGERJTHE
show
transactions,
Waters-Plerc- a
OH company. In tail of business
by
the
Copiah county,
Birthplace,
ing conclusively .that; the Texas sen
a favor of Henry & Strtbllmr, of Waco,
Mississippi.
Texas, and is Indorsed "Account ex ator was shown the easy path to sud- In the North Thermometer Crawls Warning
to bar, 1883
But Accelerating Its
Admitted
d
friend,
riches by his
penses in anti-truclll case of state den
Read on Sixth Page of Citizen. To
Moved to Texas, 1885.
Down to Its Lowest Possible
Oil com H. Clay Pierce, of the Waters-Pierc- e
vs. Watera-Pierc-e
Texas
of
Speed With Every Yard of DesLives1 at Gainesville, Texas.
is a telegram Standard Oil company.
night Law Under Which Thaw
There
V pany at Waco."
'
Limit of Cold.
Elector at large, 1888.
In reply to all this. Senator Bailey
cent Till Village Reached.
In evidence bearing on this
offered
Congressman,
Must Be Tried.
contends that his connection with the
which reads: ...
Candidate speaker 66th con- - V loan
company and with its
"Andrew M. Finlejr. St. Louis. If Waters-Piera
gress.
Boston. Feb; 5. The traffic of
Bailey president waa a proper connection
Bailda.
Feb. 5. Eight persons
Johnson approves, authorize
United States senator, 1901- Boston ia seriously hampered were killed and fourteen Injured, two
New Tork, Feb. 6. The first witStribllng on hie note fifteen such as may be maintained by any greater
to
loan
by
storm,
stow
a
1907.
developed
which
ness called by the defense in the
last
any
client In other
of whom are expected to die, la a
BAILEY SHOULD QUIET lawyer with
a hundred.
senator, 1907.
night and Increased today,
Thaw case this morning was Dr. C, a
snow slide which came down the
ALL TEXAS PARTIES. Tell him I words, the alleged bribe comes In
C. Wiley, of Pittsburg. Thaw's family
or
a
the guise of an attorney's fee
Monarch mountain, in the Monarcn
will see him soon.
In
Abto
Ikul
physician; 'and who Is connected
Connecticut.
mining camp, eighteen miles west of
tip on a profitable speculation. ,
PIERCE.
(Signed)
"N.C
B.
New
Haven,
Feb.
The
wild
Smirched,
with the Dlxomont insane asylum.
5.
Washington,
Feb.
at 8: SO last night. The slide
snow storm, which began yesterday, Sallda,
Wiley saly that in 1905 he witness but back again. That seems to be
wrecked three buildings and partly
late in the afternoon, and Increased demolished
ed an incident from which he drew the verdict In the case of Joseph
a fourth. The following
and continued today, haa
a dis dead bodies were
the conclusion that Thaw sometimes Weldon Bailey, charged by Hearst
from beneath
MEN SENATOR BAILEY READY astrous effect on traffic had
LET LITTLE
both upon a great mass of taken
was irrational.
He said that in the with complicity in Standard Oil.
enow and broken
steam
lines
tmlley
and
over
roads
all
summer of 1905 he was a passenger
legislature
In
Texas
vote
The
the
the state. Not for several winters timbers.
on a street car in Pittsburg when makes it overwhelmingly certain that
Fred Mason, owner of boarding
have the steam roads been so tied up house.Thaw entered, and then without ap Bailey will serve another six years in
TO FIGHT HIS
MAKE WAR IF THEY
as they are today.
parent reason Thaw rushed to the the United States senate. The legisMrs. Fred Mason.
blinds of one of the windows, drew it lative committee that is to investiBaby Mason.
Kansas Gets a Taste.
up and slammed It down again, and gate him will probably apply the
Joseph Boyle, miner.
Topeka, Kan., Feb. 6. Four below
then drew it up again. He had
DESIRE TO
whitewash.
John Emerson, miner.
reported
zero
was
midnight,
which
at
says
quarrel with the conductor over the
resign
will
Bailey
he
Senator
John Glllett, miner.
is the coldest of the year. At 4 o'clock
action.
i
If convicted. Even If the committee
Stephen Skinner, saloonkeeper.
f
this morning a heavy snow storm be
r
A hypothetical question, in which should convict, there is still the leg
is
One miner, name unknown,
was outlined the killing of Stanford islative majority to be reckoned with. Their Islands Would Make Only Deputy Sheriff Kept Him gan, which lasted during the fore missing.
James Smith, miner, and
noon.
IVhite, coupled with an interrogation And after all the senate commitWilliam Schrader, aged 15, will die.
as to whether the witness could ex tee on elections is the only body
The summit of the Monarch moun
and Senator Mentz From
Good Annex to Our Philiplive TIioiihuihI Know Sliorelcrtt.
press an opinion on such action, if which can make a real investigation
Is fully 1,500 feet above the
5. For more than tain
New
York,
Feb.
committed by the person he saw in or to do any real convicting. And
of. Monarch. The slide started
Personal Encounter.
pines In Short Order.
twenty-fou- r
hour New York has been town
the Pittsburg street car, was pro- the senate has too many other repre
in the grip of a tierce northeast snow near the Madona mine,
pounded.
Dr. Wiley expressed the sentatives of Standard Oil to vote to
storm. Ten Inches of snow had fallen ot the . way to the top, and gained
opinion that such person was suffer- go deep into that subject.
The only
WILL
MAKE
up to 8 o'clock this morning. An speed as it descended.
HIGH
PRICES
MAY
ITS
SETTLE
ing from insanity. Lafer, the hypoIt is not anticipated here that much CHICAGO
warning the people had was a deep
equal amount within twenty-fou- r
thetical question and answer were new evidence will be brought to light
rumbling,
and in another minute the
ROADS ADVANCE RATES hours had not fallen for several years.
OLD TRACTION TROUBLE
stricken out, on the ground that the at the committee's hearings. Mr,
In all the streets containing surface mass ot snow was on the town, crushdoctor did not base his opinion en- Hearst is the accuser and he has said
Skin
car lines, the snow is pilled six feet ing the Mason boarding house.
tirely upon the hypothetical question. his say in several full pages of his
6. A dramatic scene high between the
Austin,
ner's saloon and Schraders dwelling,
Feb.
6. A 'Washington
Chicago,
Feb.
and
the
side
tracks
Justice Fitzgerald ruled that the newspapers. His purpose was to pre dispatch to the Tribune lays:
caving
in the front of the hotel.
was enacted in the Bailey lnvestlga walks; but by 'constant work must and
matter would have to be gone over vent the election of Jos. W. Bailey
response to a direct- - cable from tlon today shortly after the legislative of the lines have been kept open Rescue parties worked all night in a
again.
Attorney Uleason then re- to the senate, and he took pains to theIn editor of the
digging
out the entombed
Chicago
to committee resumed consideration of Through trains' and suburban locals blizzard,
formed his hypothetical question, this fire his volley at the time when he Marquis SalonJI, minister Tribune
of foreign the charges against the senator. E.
greatly delayed. Harbor trafflo people, 100 men going from Sallda to
time basing it upon the law of insan- thought it would be most likely to affairs at Tokio, the Japanese govern- N. Mentz, of Houston, was upon the are
to
assist in the work.
has moved slowly. An army of snow Monarch
ity as laid down by the statutes of accomplish this purpose.
ment yesterday instructed Its embassy stand when .Representative Coke,
estimated at 5,000, was at
Dr. Wiley
the state of New York.
This was the day before the legis here, also by cable, to convey to the who prosecuted the charge against shovelers,
EAimiQUAKK
IiASTEB FOR
work on streets today.
declared the act to be that of an in- lature at Austin began to ballot.
FULLY NINETY MINUTES.
all
people
Bailey,
If Colonel Co
of
its
desire
asked
Mentz
Xmerlcan
sane man.
On Monday the story was herald
Mother and Five Children Freeze.
wart, of Dallas, went to New York
and Its belief that the
London, Feb. 6. A dispatch from
District Attorney Jerome put the ed to the world, with reproductions States, and
Btsmark, Feb, S. A telephone mes- Professor Beals, seismic expert at
its belief and tfcjtf the dif- while he was there Vee Bailey, os
witness through the most severe of the Incriminating papers, and all ferences botween
sage
doodrlch,
town
treated,
on the Lalbraoh, reports that an earthquake
a
from
the two countries tensibly to have his 'throat
cross examination ever heard in a the evidence set forth with great are and always have
been susceptible but really to attend to business for Carrlngton branch of the Northern lasting ninety minutes occurred Sun
court room. The" prosecuting attorney elaboration. The gun was fired with to pacific tratment.
Is
to
company.
Pacific,
an
un day about 4,000 miles from Lalbrach.
effect
Bailey
the
that
the Klrby Lumber
seemed to have every medical author- its full charge. But the shot did not
known woman and five children were The maximum intensity occurred at
anyone
said
arose
who
and
said
that
was
ity at his finger tips. The care with bring down the game. The vote
RECEIVE MORE
Cowart went to New York to see him frozen to death there last night.
9:25 p. m.
which he had been prepared to meet taken and Bailey's victory was all he CITY TOTHAN
was a liar. The witness understood
INCREASE
OF
HALF
to
Thaw's plea of insanity, was evident could have hoped. His promise
Thirty-tw- o
Kt.
Keels
Paul
city
arose
council,
6.
Chicago,
The
Feb.
that Bailey meant him, and he
CROWN LANDS THROWN
in his every question, and at times the resign "If" was clever. It gave his after a session
St. Paul, Feb. 6. Street thermo
lasting nearly all night, and said emphatically that he would
OPEN FOR SETTLERS.
witness hesitated in his answere as friends a chance to vote for him de by a vote of 58 to 13, early
today allow no man to call him a liar. meters today registered from 23 to 32
Capetown, Feb. 6. The premier of
if completely baffled.
zero,
exposure
according
spite appearances.
below
to
the
apwhich,
if
adopted
ordinance
who
Bailey started for the witness,
the
Natal today announced that the govDr. Wiley was still under fire when
After making all due allowances
by the voters, at the April seemed ready to meet him.
Deputy of the Instrument.
ernment has thrown open the crown
luncheon was ordered.
"Are you for the animus behind the Bailey ex- proved
trac- Sheriff White stopped Bailey, and the
Chicago
the
election,
settle
will
lands for settlers, rent free for five
Wild Weather on the CoiinI.
nearly through?" asked Justice Fitz- pose, It must be ndmltted that the
question. The ordinance adopted trouble was averted.
The senator
Chatham, Mass., Feb. 5. A blind- years, with the loan of implements,
gerald of the district attorney. "No evidence against him Is damning. It tion
uty
a
issue
shall
provides
the
committee,
to
that
apologized
the
then
ing snow storm, driven by a sixty- - cattle and seed on easy terms.
indeed, your honor," replied Jerome, is replete with detail and consists of twenty-yea- r
franchlsa to the Chicago He asserted that he had been so lr mile northeast gale, is making
wild
"I am Just getting Interested in the original documents, letters, vouchers, City Hallway
company and the Union rltated during the .past few weeks weather conditions on the coast. Noth
MISK ANTHONY
notes
subject."
promissory
and
telegrams
company with the under- that it was hard to keep from de- ing Is known yet as to the fate of the ANOTHER
Traction
I)E.I AT ADVANCED AGE
showing Mr. Bailey's connection with standing that on six months' notice at nouncing
he
to
be lies. shipping, which left Boston yesterday,
knew
what
Rochester, N. Y
Feb. 5. Mary
PYTHIANS TO HOLD
branch of the any time the city may purchase the Representative
the southwestern
Coke
retorted
that
Anthony, the sister and life long coRECORD ASSEMBLY. Standard Oil company.
by these Bailey had legal advisers who are bound south around Cape Cod.
controlled
railways
street
worker of Susan B. Anthony, died toAmple evidence Is furnished in companies for fifty million dollars
Feb. C. A unique
Norfolk. Va
to take care of his Interests.
able
all
Hooded.
Streams
day
at her home In this city. Miss
has
question
which
to
answer
the
feature of the Jamestown exposition
The
plus the cost of rehabilitation.
Portland, Feb. 5. A rise of severa Anthony had not been well since the
Where did he get It? city will receive fifty-fiv- e
will be the great gathering of the been raised:
per
cent
of
degrees
temperature,
following
of
SAYS
PRESIDENT
HILL
death of her sister, eleven months
Knights of Phythlas from all parts For My Bailey was a poor man up the net income of the street railways
ROADS WILL CHARGE MORE snow fall of two or three Inches in ago. She would have been 80 years
of the world. B. E. Rice, senior ma- to 1900, when he was elected to the in question.
6. James J. Hill Wlllmette valley, and
New
as
perhaps
Feb.
York.
old in April, had she lived to that
jor of the first Virginia regiment L'nlted States senate. Then his law
Is many feet In the foothills, caused the time.
in an Interview here yesterday
uniformed rank, of the order has business took a most phenomenal
(lood conditions In all the streams on
quoted as saying:
FRAUGHT
been appointed by the exposition com- start and within a very brief time ARRANGEMENT
"With the present advance on cost, the Wlllmette watershed. A contin BANK PRESIDENT IS
pany to take charge of the feature he was hand in glove with Wall Btreet
railroads will soon be forced to con- uation of the present rate of rain for
CLEARED OF FAIE ENTRY.
and he announces that It will be the masters of high finance and dealing
hours, It Is fear
sider an advance In rates Instead of a another twenty-fou- r
Toronto, Feb. 5. O. R. It. Cock-burlargest assembly of uny one order In thousands where before he had
reduction.
Bates here are down to ed, will cause a February flood sim
former president of the wreckever held. The camp will be located dealt in pennies.
hulf the rates In Europe. It ilar to that of 1890, when the water ed Ontario bank, has been acquitted
It is apparent that Mr. Hearst has PRISONERS HAVE TO BE TRANS- about
Inside the exposition grounds, near
seems to me that that tells the whole entered the streets of Portland. The of making falBe returns to the govthe main exhibit buildings, and Im succeeded in getting the secretary of FERRED FROM PRECINCT 13
Oregon Railway & Navigation com- ernment.
story."
Company
Oil
mediately adjoining the great amuse the Waters-Pierc- e
pany's line has been blocked since
TWO PLAIN DRUNKS ANI
ment center, the "War Path," so that (branch of the Standard Oil), and
Saturday by snowslides. Railroad of
CANADA LAND COMPANY'S
FAMILY ROW.
the members will be in a position to with him possesion of the original
SALES WERE SMALL. ficials pronounce conditions the worst SILVER CITY WOMAN
enjoy all the privileges of sight see- documents and much Inside InformaTwo plain drunks, one of whom
Montreal, Feb. 5. Though the in twenty years.
ing and pleasure The camp will be tion connected with the business of was an Indian, and a family row, Canada Northwestern Land company
a regular military one. The "Inside the company, needed to prove the were brought before the considera- had not been pressing sale of lands
FAILS AT SUICIDE
Nebraska Down to Ten.
Inn," a Idrge hotel inside the grounds charge. This secretary, John P. tion of the new police judge, George as they were waiting for higher
Lincoln, Feb. 5. There
was
and capable of accommodating 3,000 Gruet, Is the main prop of the new R. Craig, this morning at his otlice In prices the total sales for 1906 were heavy snow storm yesterday In Ne
persons, will be occupied by a great evidence which has been brought out. precinct 22.
only 60,342 acres for $592. C&D, com- hraska. the depth over ulmost the en
Special to The Evening Citizen.
many members of the order.
Be He was for seventeen years connecttire state being more than a foot. The
Since there Is some question about pared with H4.K59 acres for $966.-29Silver City. N. M., Feb. 5.
e
company,
Waters-Pierctemperature
sides the Knights of Pythians crack ed with tho
morning
Lincoln
in
this
power
having
to
magistrate
act
of 84.517 acres and
the
a
4 Because she believed her bus- - t
military organizations, not only from and got out when the Standard Oil outside his precinct. It is necessary to $373,634 decrease
was
10
zero.
below
year.
over the previous
ti band untrue to her, Mrs. A. F.
the United States, but from many company went after him.
march the prisoners from the city
4 Ien, endeavored to end her life H
foreign countries are to be In attend
The most damning evidence offer- Jail In precinct 12 to Judge Craig's DISTRIBUTING SKATING
with a pistol ball In her heart.
ance, and upwards of 4.000 from the ed by Gruet are the following ac- olllce on Third street, a rather In'S
PHIZES AT MILWAl KEE.
e Her aim, however, was like she
L'nlted States regular army will be cusations:
arrangement.
5.
They
were
Wis.,
No
less
convenient
Milwaukee,
Feb.
thought her husband. The ball
assigned to camp during the entire
First That Senator Bailey has re- sent over In the custody of Patrolman than 6,000 persons competed at the
heart, and f
5 passed above the
OIL CONFERENCE
exposition period.
ceived dividends from 10 shares of Salazar.
skating
the
of
tournament
annual
e physicians believe that she will
Oil comstock in the Waters-Plerc- o
nothing.
family
developed
row
Skating
closed
dub,
which
The
Wisconsin
e
6 recover.
pany, amounting to something like A native family had had some kind this afternoon. Two thousand dollars
having
year,
LOCALS MAY PLAY
these
shares
a
$65,000
Topeka. Kans., Feb. 5. At the
of International disagreement, during In cash prizes will be distributed to
been transferred to Bailey's account, the course of which some epithets the successful competitors
tonight. western states oil conference here to
though held In escrow by direction of are said to have been applied through The attendance of the general public day the governors of Missouri, Okla
THE BIG LEAGUES Col. Pierce shortly after Bailey, "out the partition of a house. According was the largest on record, crowds be- hoina, Colorado, Nebraska, Iowa, the
of pure friendship for Dave Francis," to the testimony of three witnesses ing present fieri all the adlolning Dakota. Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, and
succeeded In securing reinstatement for one side a father, mother and states.
Pennsylvania were either In attend
which son It was nothing more
ance or sent their secretarys to rep
HOSVtELL GETTING READY FOR for the Standard Oil company,
a sort
than
doing
business
from
barred
been
had
resent them. When the proceedings
THE SEASON OF l07.
mutual admiration affair and there A FORMER Al.lll QUERQUE
statute. of
In Texas under the anti-truSCHOOL TEACHER WANTED opened Gov. lloch told the large as
was no trouble at all.
giv$8,000
note
a
for
That
Second
semblage how Kansas hail trottler!
Local fans are framing up a team
The other side of the house deat about the clared
of local players to meet
the Standard octopus with drastic
the big en by Senator Bailey
the epithets were
hurled
C.
Pierce,
H.
Col.
to
period
5.
same
City.
last
Feb.
The
legislation and he urged them when
Kansas
leaguers, who are practicing in Mexithrough a thin partition, but as the
Pierce
and
paid,
A.
that
S.
was
a"
never
years
life
of
Rev.
of the
they went home to recommend the
co, and coming this way In March.
prosecution did riot see the persons
loss.
and
profit
to
charged
It
the
founders
of
the
one
Baker,
of
same machine to their respective legManager Cavanaugh said yesterday
who did the talking and were not
sought
Bailey
Senator
party,
4
That
here
republican
who
Third
died
islatures. He also referred to legisthat he thought that he could muster
positive they recognised the voices,
to conceal his connection with the Judge Craig dismissed the case.
yesterday. wer saddened by an
a bunch that would give the profeslation which makes pipe lines comOH company, knowing
mon carriers and provides maximum
unsuccessful search for his eld- sionals an interesting rub. There is Waters-Plerc- o
plain
two
Aragon,
The
a
drunks
est son, S. A. Baker, Jr., Dr. e rates for the shipment of refined oil,
Hoy McDonald for a starter, and that that it was an Illicit connection. In native, and Apodaca, a
d
InBaker sent descriptions to the e etc. It waa further announced that
big southpaw Shapp, who twirled for proof of which a letter Is put in evi- dian did not get off so easily. They
police In Colorado, New Mexico,
back of the movement were a dozen
the Meadow City during the fair tour- dence, written from Gainesville, Tex-as were given the usual five days.
Arizona and other western states
refineries In Kansas
which were
nament for a second choice. Shapp is as, March 2 8, 1901, and reading
TEN-BAclamoring for a law that will enable
but was unable to find his son.
working on the railroad between this follows:
SHOP CAM.
Ten years ago, young Baker was
PAIGN IV NEW YORK.
them to use the Standard Oil pipes
city and Vegas and would like noth- "Mr. H. C. Pierce, St. Louis, Mo.:
"My Dear Pierce Send me New
New York. Feb. 6. At a meeting
a school teacher In Albuquerque,
for the transportation of their oil.
ing better than a tryout with players
N. M. He wrote his father that f' The meeting asserted that the "right
of class. There is plenty of material York Exchange for $1,750. Have It of the federation of churches
and
he was about to be married and
of eminent domain' 'over the pipe Special to The Evening Citizen.
here today,
for first base and Clancy for second. made payable to my order, bo that christian organizations
Santa Fe, N. M.. Feb. 5. Both
"Blnger" Corhan for short and Char- it will not be necessary for you to the one thousand churches of New
lines which are to be designated
that he and his bride would pass
and the council are in session
through Kansas City on their ' "common carriers" will give them a
lie Kathburn for third, with a bunch indorse it. Send It at once, as I ouirht York were asked to devote the evenIn the liou.se the Juthis afternoon.
way to Colorado. The letter did
ing service on Sunday, Feb. 17, to a
common privilege.
of as good fielders a every pranced to have had it Beveral days.
diciary committee reported favorably
"Yours faithfully.
not reach the father until sev- discussion of the workingmen and the
over the green to choose from for a
on a bill Introduced by Holt, to pre(Signed
NEW HAMILTON 11 I.L
"J. W. BAILEY."
church, the general theme being
eral days after the sou was to
field.
Practice will begin ImmediII S BEEN OPENED. vent trade conspiracies and the bill
Fourth That Senator Bailey re- "Christ, His Church" and the
have passed through, and noth- ately and the big leaguers communiNew York. Feb. E. Hamilton hall, later passed the house.
ceived $3,300 from the Standard oil
Ing had been heard from him
On the afternoon of Suncated with.
The committee reported unfavoranew 1500,000 adjunct to ColumOil day, Feb. 17, it was planned to conthe
trust through the Waters-Pierc- e
since.
company and H. Clay Pierce im- duct three Kiat worklngmen's mass
has ' bia university, was opened for un- bly on Beach's bill t modify the SunI K.
L. Washburn, who
Funs Bum)' lit RotMcll.
der graduate instruction last night. day law and a warm debate lasting
At a meeting of the enthusiasts at mediately after his services In per- meeting in Manhattan,
the Bronx
been a member of the Albuquer- suading the Texas attorney general to and Brooklyn. These meetings are to
The hall was the girt of an anon- half un hour took place between
que school bo.ird for many years
Koswell Saturday night, the followymous donor who stipulated that It lleach. Holt. Abbdt of Santa Fe.
ing players were found ready to wear permit the company to resume busi- be held In the three largest theatres
remember that a Mr. Baker
The
should be erected on the south Held. Uuppe, Hudspech and others.
the liosweli colors the season of 1907: ness In his state. The original vouch- in the boroughs.
Fifty noonday
was connected with the Albu- 111
er for this sum Is part of the evi- meetings
The opening of the hall Is regarded report of the committee was adopted
Cy Leland, Earl Nichols, C. C. Caldquer high school in 1&96. but
be held In the shops
as marking the high water point, up and the bill tabled indefinitely.
well, Jim Kennedy, Ed Johnson, John dence.
It is Indorsed on its face. and factories In New York every day
where he went on leaving here,
A number of minor bills were Introto the present, ot more than a cenSt. John, John Ashenhust, Fred Wil"To demand loan to Jos. W. Bailey." and will be addressed by local
Mr. Washburn does not know.)
duced. The committee on territorial
tury and a half of development.
Fifth That Is was part of Senator
son and W. Egan.
new-foun-

f

1891-190-
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Andrews Introduces BUI to Give
Public Lands to States in
Which They Lie.

1.
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BEACH'S

Bill

Washington, Feb. 6. Senator Hey
burn presented
resolution in Uw
senate today providing for a special
committee of five senators to investigate the reorganisation of the Northern Pacific,' to ascertain what till
and estates are owned by the corporation, which, was created by th
act of congress, July 2, 18(4. mat
If the said federal corporation haa ne
title or estates In any property then
what reason is there why said charter
act should not be repealed by , congress.
.

All Patents Must Ismio.
Washington, Feb. 6. Senator Hey-burn introduced a resolution today Instructing the secretary of the Interior
to Issue patents on all lands and mining applications, where proof sub
mitted shows compliance with law.
and where no protests have been
Hied.

Rivers and Harbor Bill.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 8. The
house continued the consideration et
the rivers and harbors bill, the general debate on which will terminate at
S o'clock this afternoon.
Andrews Introduce ' Important BUL
Special to The Evening Citizen.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 6. Delegate Andrews has introduced a bill,
granting to the various states and territories all the lands owned by the
United States within the limits of such
states and territories, subject to tho
restrictions of lltnltatlonr enacted by
the respective legislatures when accepting the gift. Also, when Indian
reservations are opened for settlement, all such reservations, ' except
the parts set apart for forest reserve
shall become the property of tho
state or territory In which the lan
lies.

Andrews Is working to secure a
pension of 124 for George R. Watt
of the 100th Pennsylvania; and one
of $30 for A. Rlgdon of the Third
United States infantry.

WILL BUILD LARGEST
AIRSHIP

IN THE

WORLD

Roy L. Knav-enshu- e,
the aeronaut, who Is in this
city explained the plans of his proposed new airship to the members
of the Aero club today. It. will be
the biggest ever built and will carry
two passengers, besides the aerial
be
chauffeurs.
The gas bag, will
cigar shaped, will be more than 125
long,
more
or
feet
than twice the
length of the one he brought hero
sixty-tw- o
was
summer,,
feet
which
last
long.
The frame work, which will
carry passengers and the motor, will
be new In design and will be made
of spruce and aluminum. The engine
Is the latest and most powerful ever
built for the purpose, developing one
horse power to every Ave pounds of
weight. It Is capable of developing
seventy horse power, and Is of tho
design.
New York, Feb. 6.

two-cyc-

le

BEEF PACKING FIRM

ORGANIZED IN MEXICO.
Jefxey .City, Feb. 5. As a rival of
the Chicago beef packers In Mexico,
a new company, known as the Mexican National Packing company haa
under
the
Just been Incorporated
laws of this state with an authorized
company,
1
capital of 10,000,000. This
w hich has secured llDeral concessions
from the Mexican government, propones to build three large packing
houses In Mexico and enter Into competition with the Armour. Swift, and
other tlrms In that territory.

CAUSES LIVELY

st

PEBATE III THE LEGISLATURE

Opposition to Weakening Governor's
Appointive Power Shows Its Hand.
Aliera After Rate Discrimination.

full-bloo-

Y

i

Work-Ingman-

."

e

affairs. Mlera chairman, reported a
number of bilk--, among them being
one for the tilling of vacancies In
county offices, which gives the appointive power to the county commissioners Instead of the governor.
The bill was amended to become effective thirty days after passage.
IMera Introduced a bill providing
a maximum tine of 15,00 and one year
in prison for unfxi.' rate discrimination, etc., in New Mexico. The bill
went to the committee on territorial
atfaii s.
Chaves Introduced a bill to specify
the age limit for admission to the
blind institute at 23 years instead of
1.
The bill passed.
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IEWB1G
EVIDENCE
ON THE
Transportation

and Sale of
Coal by Railroads Will
Cause Many Suits.

CUirOSIilA

COERCED

TO

DENY RIGHTS OF STATES

SOlj Father and Mother Publish
In Papers Death of Daughter
Who Eloped and Married.
JtUladelphla, Pa.: In two book,
m prising about 600 raes,
Hmpann. Jr.. of Philadelphia,
Jsatd Chariea K. Hughes, governor of
Wesr Tork, hare condensed new flnd- of (acta concerning the trans- and sale of coal by the
'Wat railroad systems, and have
thereto their report as to the
asMaabiUtjr of Instituting civil suits
mad criminal prosecutions
against
'Sbcae railroads and their officers.
Tn facta which are related In the
bulky volumes were not revealed
q the bearings before the Interstate
mi. i cm commission in this city,
Wstahtanrton and Italtlmore last sum- r. JCvery bit of this evidence is
Alex-rti.- il

ia

auad was collected by Mr. Simp- Governor Hughes,
or by
Oder their direction, and was

ul

Mjarerullr compiled, annotated and In- for the use of Attorney Gen
on parte. The whole report Is
ii
'
la the hands of the attorney gen- -Had it not been for his Indiayostttoo. publicity would have been
ts It early this week.
AS Coal Can-tarIncluded.
Biota the roads that transport and
bbIihj anthracite, and those that carry
Mlmnioeua coal, have been Included
lb aeope of the Investigation.
the original research con- la the two volumes of newly
facta, Mr. Simpson and Gov- Hughes have gone over all the
nscsia presented before the Inter- sncrc commlslon, and have
their opinions of the ad- " BBalillltj
of suits and prosecutions
Vpaa that evidence.
They have been retained by the
Ceaeral department of justice, their
VppointBient daUng back to April IT
"si sat year. Former Attorney Gen- loody made the appointment. It
i ceneralljr
understood, at the Internes of President Roosevelt.
While Governor Hughes and Mr,
have declined to reveal the
of their information and the
of the recommendations. It Is
eratood that much of their report
upon Investigation of books
documents made under uu- of the case quoted by the at- Beoeral In Hale vs. Henkel
examinations have been made
Vrtnelpalljr n this city and In New
Tor, and have gone deeper than
Bsld oration of the rate question.
Maay Detail Traced.
The favoritism of the private car
the rapidity with which
have been hurried to some ship
era, and the delays In transit of
csurs rat to other shippers; the Inter
ata of the railroads In the mines
long their right of way; the owner
Ip of shares In mining companies
Jy orncera of railroads; the prefer
In lighter-aur- e
an shown by railroads
of coal and In the wharfage
Vrivnegas controlled by them; these
snany other details of the vast
system have
transportation
traced through books and bills
sed by the railroads.
The Identity and even the number
osT the agents who have
made re- asasurches under the direction of the
4 wo Investigators. In all probability,
rill never be revealed.
They arc
cteaked In the service provision of
the appropriation act of February 2
authorizing the government to
employ agents for Just such a pur
has been served In this in
n

SXfVKKNMKNT WILL TRY
TO XEHCK CALIFORNIA
Washington. I). C: It is now ad

DON'T NEGLECT
A BAD STOMACH
If yon do, you only Invite

a

more serious sickness. It is far
better to get a bottle of the
ItlUm at once and let It make
your
stomach strong and
healthy agaiu and restore the
appetite.

HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH
a

BUTTERS

reputation
bud stomuchs
fur I'urrM-tinand fur making sickly people
well. Then there Is a record
of S3 years of cures buck of II.
Try m Untie at once. It cures
ltuu

lur

world-aid- e

ApjMHiti-- ,

liuli;;cKtinii,

Dyspepsia,

I'cinule lll.
Heartburn,
I.Uer Trouble, Colds Grlie
or Malaria.
IiIuIihw,
We eiuninli r il ubnolutely
IHirv. Therefore

insist on

mltted In ofTlrlal circles here that the
concessions which the Baa Francisco
school authorities have been or will
be asked to make may.be distasteful
Pressure on thorn will not
to them.
be lessened on this account, however.
because It Is generally conceded that
by their yielding even what they consider to be their rights In the matter
of the segregation of orientals, the
whole coast will be benefited through
the barring out of the coolies who
are now coming In at the average
rate of more than 1,000 a month.
Viscount Aokl, the Japanese am
bassador, has had many conferences
with Secretary Hoot on the subject of
a new treaty, and the results of their
discussions have been communicated
Now the ambassador has
to Japan.
of the
assured the administration
willingness of his government to negotiate a new convention If the San
Francisco authorities will make the
This
desired concessions to Japan.
attitude Is exactly consistent with
that assumed by the Japanese all
along, as already outlined herein. In
other words, the mikado's govern
ment has been willing at all times to
agree to exclusion If what It con
ceives to be its Just claims In the
school matter are recognised. It has
decidedly the better of the general
proposition, and Is in a position to
decline to do anything until conces
sions with reference to its subjects
who attend the San Francisco public
schools are made:
President and Members Harmonious.
The president and the California
senators and representatives under
stand each other thoroughly, and are
acting in harmony. He has assured
them that he will do everything In
his power to aid In the enactment of
an exclusion law, bused on a treaty
with Japan such as he favors, end
which will be quite satisfactory to
Japan.
Heretofore he has opposed
surh legislation.
Everywhere yesterday official de
nials were forthcoming of published
statements regarding alleged fear of
war with Japan, and active preparaSecretary Taft
tions for hostilities.
characterized the story as "the wild
est sort of thing,' 'and made it plain,
that the proposed fortifications In the
Hawaiian Islands are merely part of
a general defense plan formulated a
year ago. Without exception, Cali
fornia legislators who talked of the
story at all said It was absurd.
CARDS ANNOUNCE DEATH
OF YOUNG ELOPED 1IKIDK.
Baltimore, Md.: Mrs. Hugh Mo- Conville will receive the following
wedding present from' her parents In
the mails at Portsmouth, Va.:
BURGER Suddenly, on Tuesday,
LOUISA, aged
January 29, 1907.
eighteen years. Funeral' at Portsmouth, Va. (Chicago. III.; York,
Pa., and Norfolk, Va., papers pleaso
copy.)"
The father of the bride, John D.
Burger, says his pretty little daugh
ter Is dead to him, and he wants his
friends to know It. That Is why the
neighborhood where the girl-brigrew to womanhood was thrown Into
a state of horrified excitement when
the death notice of the eloping
daughter was Inserted In the local
papers.
Louise Burger had been a dutiful
daughter from the time of her In
fancy, but when her parents took exception to her receiving attention!
from Hugh McConvllle she protested,
but to no purpose. So it was necessary for the sweethearts to meet se
cretly. McConvllle was denied ad
mission to the home at 1663 Milton
avenuei but the parents of the girl
learned that she was .making appointments with the man she loved.
Their protests did not avail, and
Tuesday the young couple were mar
ried by a Catholic priest, although
the girl was not a member of that
faith.
Groom a Good Sprinter.
After the ceremony the young
couple went aboard a Norfolk boat
and set out for Portsmouth, Va., to
spend the honeymoon, but not with
out an exciting chase, for the mother
had learned of it and was at the
dock, where ii attacked both her
daughter and her
But
they escaped without any great dam
son-in-la-

age.

"Hugh was at the house Sunday
night," said Mr. Burger, In telling of
the elopement.
"He heard I was
coming and got out of the front door
Just before I arrived. He Is a good
runner, and went up the street for
two blocks so fast that I couldn't
catch him. He Is a tall young man,
only 22 years old, but he ran.
He
wouldn't face me. He knew what I
would do to him.
There wouldn't
have been any running away with
my daughter then.
I would have
fixed him, and he knew It. But he
ran too fast; I couldn't catch him."
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YAWNS FOR MAID

WHOSE NECK WAS BROKEN
I'ltOMIT SERVICES OF
CIAN SAVED

II EH

A PHYSI-

UFK,

HUT

SHE WILL THY IT "NEVER
AGAIN."
Special Correspondence.
Denver, Colo., Feb. 5. Let the girl
who seeks the "ueauty sleep" of the
morn beware how she yawns and
s.

The experience of Miss Alys (5,
Cunning, a populur young woman of
society, daughter
of a prominent
Jeweler of this city. Is remarkable
By yawning and stretching her arms
one morning recently, while sleepy
because of attendance at a society
function the previous evening, and
because she sought a "beauty sleep,'
she suffered a broken neck.
Miss Cushlng says: "I awoke and,
half dazed, hummed a slumber song.
I yuuneil and stretched
my arms to
throw off the drowsiness of sleep,
Something snapped in my neck at
the base of the skull. I screamed for
help ami almost fainted."
1H-Ceo. V. Perln. a prominent
osteopathic doctor who promptly at
,
explains the case: "I
tended
found a displacement or sulilaxation
of the first anil second vertebrae of
the spine. The bones were protuding
over an Inch to the right side of the
neck. Cold, warmth or a sudden
Jerk may liae caused the muscles on
one tide to contract or expand more
titan those on the other side." He
explains that the case might easily
have been fatal.
Miss Cushlng has now recovered.
She says her experence lias been a
lesson to her. "1 am well now," she
remarked, "but yawn I shall never
again."
Don't let the baby suffer from ec
zema, sores or any itching of the
loan's (liniment gives instant
skin.
relief, euies quickly. Perfectly saf'
for children. All druggists sell it.
1

Subscribe for The
the lien.

TUESDAY, FETiniTAftY"

GAMBLING

LAWS

ISSUES ORDERS

MONEY BELONGED TO OTHERS NOTARIES PUBLIC APPOINTED

Persuasive
Talk

Officers Bite the Sliver. Find It Is Allmbres Water Users IncorpGood, and Then Pinch
orateCement Company
the Ciub
Organized.
Phoenix.
"pinching"
ordinance
took place
ly. It was

Aris., Feb. 5. The first
for the violation of the
against
public gambling
at the Arizona club recentlater shown that the arrest
was unwarranted under the terms of
the ordinances and that the supposed
offenders were really the victims of
a conspiracy whose membership include persons high In the business,
legislative and Judicial world.
Two members of the club, one of
n
them a
banker and former mayor of the city, the other one
of the leading advocates of the suppression of gambling and both of
them great moral Influences In the
community were sitting In the club
enjoying their afternoon game of pinochle for no stakes.
The game was exciting and neither
of the players observed another member of the club lay some money on the
table. It loomed up. with the dignity
of stakes and seemed Impudently to
express comtempt for the
ordinance.
The next move In the conspiracy
was to telephone police headquarters
and lodge Information that the law
was being violated at the Arizona
club in the most bare-face- d
manner.
Officer Moore hurried to the club and
by that time pretty nearly the entire
membership of the organization had
been summoned to witness the first
well-know-

arrest.

The officer entered and aproached
the players who- were so engrossed In
the game that they did not notice his
prsence. He picked up the stakes and
bit the silver, satisfying himself that
It was real money. Next he observed
that the players were paying no attention to it and finally he became
convinced that it did not belong to
them.
The presence of so large a crowd,
too, to watch a game of pinochle was
In itself suspicious and the officer hav
ing weighed all these things In his
mind passed out.
-

AMOUS INDIAN TRIBE FOR

Surveyor Oenernl M. O. Llewellyn
has (sued an order for the following mineral survey:
Mineral survey No. 1309. Copper
Oulf group, comprising Copper Gulf,
Copper River, Copper Inlet, Copper
Bay, Copper Jacket, Mountain Bell,
Mabel M. and Bessie M. lodes, situ- ate In the Burro mountain mining
district, Grant county. Theodore W.
Carter, claimant. George R. Brown,
deputy mineral surveyor.
Notaries Public Appointed.
The following have been appointed
notaries public by Governor Hager-ma-

Carrlzozo Townsite company. Principal place of business at Carrlzozo,
Lincoln county.
Territorial agent,
Ira O. Wetmore, at Carrlzozo. Capital stock, $50,000, divided Into 500
shares of the par value of $100 each,
commencing
business with $2,000.
Object, real estate and improvement
business. Duration, fifty years. Incorporators, Ira H. Wetmore, of Carrlzozo; Harfy H. McElroy and W. A.
Hawkins, both of El Paso, Texas.
The Ellda Cement & Improvement
company.
Principal place of business at Ellda, Roosevelt county. Teragent,
ritorial
'E. V. Boddy, at Ellda.
Capital stock. $25,000, divided into
250 shares of the par value of $100
each, commencing business with $18,-00IncorDuration, fifty years.
porators, J. R. Darnell, R. H. Posey,
C. M. Murrell, Dee Roach.
B. H.
Boddy. C. E. Hall, Henry Rankin, J.
E. White, R. F. Livlngton, J. A.
Ward, Henry J. Anderson, Thomas
Armstrong, D. J. Howard, Lee Percl-ful- l.
all of Ellda.
Principal
Armour & Company.
place of business in New Mexico at
Vegas,
San Miguel county.
East Las
Territorial agent, D. J. Herron, at
Capital stock.
East Las Vegas.
$100,000, divided into 1,000 shares of
par
the
value of $10 each. Object
dealing in provisions and packing
house products. Duration, fifty years.
The corporation was organized under
the laws of New Jersey and filed
amended articles of Incorporation to
comply with the laws of New Mexico.

Norfolk. Va., Feb. 6. Among Inter
esting exhibits at the forthcoming
Jamestown exposition wU be that of
the Tuscarora band of Indians, who
three hundred years ago, ruled Virginia, and the Carolinas but were
driven north by the more aggressive
tribes. These Indians have no writ
ten language,
so
their history Is
largely made up of legend and myth.
Their "Medicine Men" however, are
In possession of woven beads which
explain the history of the tribe at
great length These Tuscarora In
dians, as far as can be learned are
the descendents of a white colony
that Immigrated from Wales In 1170
and were wrecked on the Atlantic
coast somewhere off the shores of
Virginia
or the Carolinas.
This
theory Is substantiated by the fact
that the Tuscoras are much lighter
in complexion than any of the other
tribes of the American Indians, also
by the fact that when visited by a
Welsh settler from the north. In 1660,
he was able to converse with this
rlbe in his native tongue. Again In
lute years, when "Deerfoot" the noted
ndian runner, made his successful
tour of Europe, defeating all the best
athletes that competed against him
was this theory proven, for Deerfoot
who was a direct descendent of the
Tuscororas on meeting a party of
Welshmen In an English tavern, found
that he could make himself under- - PILES CURED IV 6 TO 14 DAYS.
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed
stood by conversing In his native
tongue.
to cure any case of Itching, Blind,
Bleeding or Protuding Piles in 6 to
14 days or money refunded.
60c.
A Habit to Ho Encouraged.
The mother who has acquired the
habit of keeping on hand a bottle of
ACT
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, saves
herself a great amount of uneasiness
and anxiety.
Coughs, colds and
EXPENSIVE LUXURY
croup, to which children are suscep
tible are quickly cured by Its use.
It conteracts any tendency of a cold
to result in pneumonia, and if given 1111,1, COSTS ARIZONA M HOOKS
as soon as the first symptoms
of
7,87 PER AXI l'M.
croup appear, it will prevent the at
tack. This remedy contains nothing
Phoenix, Ariz.. Feb. 5. During the
injurious and mothers give It to litending June 30, 1906.
tle ones with a feeling of perfect se- fiscal year
was collected in gambling licurity. Sold by all druggists.
censes in the different counties of the
territory.
This amount was turned
TO COXSTRUCT m:w
over to the credit of the school funds
RAILROAD IX OKLAHOMA of the various counties and expended
City. Feb. 5. Plans for educational purposes according to
Oklahoma
were completed today for' a new sys law. The largest amount collected in
tem of fioT miles of railroad travers- any one county was in Cochise, the
ing New Mexico and Oklahoma.
It amount being $20,862. Yavapai counwill be known as the Santa Fe, Lib ty comes second on the list, there haveral and Knglewnnd, and will con- ing been collected there $11,731. Gila
sist of four parts running through flounty claims third place with $10,-39- 3
rich grain and coal districts.
to Its credit. The amounts colThe
whole system will occupy a strong lected in the other counties are
strategic position. It will begin its
$3,636.60;
$2.3'iK.
Graham
career as the only road traversing Maricopa $8."; Mohave $1,254, Navajo
$2.,392.U, 1'ima $456, Pinal $399,
northern Oklahoma from east to
west, will Join the Colorado South
Santa Cruz $ 1,852.50 and Yuma 13.- ern at lies Moines, also the Kansas
54.88.
city, Mexico & Orient, at Kanton,
The lack of any report from the
and with all the Oklahoma roads at county treasurer of Apache county
It will be chiefly a coal indicates that no gambling licenses
Guthrie.
were collected there.
and grain carrying road.
0.

ANTI-GAMBLI-

NG

$67.-867.-

Is an ordeal which all

women approach with
indescribable fear, for
nothing compares with
the pain and horror of
child-birtThe thought
of the suffering and danger in store for her, robs the expectant mother
of all pleasant anticipations of the coming event, and casts over her a
shadow of gloom which cannot be shaken off. Thousands of women
have found that the use of Mother's Friend d ring pregnancy robs
confinement of all pain and danger, and insures safety to life of mother
and child. This scientific liniment is a
to all women at the
time of their most critical trial. Not only docs Mother's Friend
but its use
carry women safely through the perils of child-birtgently prepares the system for the coming evei,t, prevents "morning
sickness," and other dis- h.

god-sen-

9 1. oo

Hook

j

Is sometimes necessary, bnt we
depend upon trie merit of onr
goods and fair dealing with
every customer, to Insure onr
continual success In the drag
business.

ALVARADO
PHARMACY
Cor. Gold

n:

Charles L. Kennedy, of Jlcarilla,
Lincoln county; Neal C. Jenson, of
Mcintosh, Torrance county; B. C.
Hernandez, of Tlerra Amarllla, Rio
Arriba county; Spencer T. Holder, of
Texlco, Roosevelt county; William E.
Goldman, of Clayton. Union county;
Herbert T. Fell, of East Las Vegas,
San Miguel county; M. Blake, of
Alma, Socorro county.
Articles of Incorporation.
Silver City Copper company. Principal place of business at Silver City,
Grant county. Territorial agent, Alfred F. Kerr, at Silver City. Capital
stock, $2,500,000, divided Into 250,-00- 0
shares of the par value of $10
each, commencing
business with
$2,000. Object, general mining busiC.
Incorporators,
ness.
Charles
Shoemaker, Edward A. Layne, Chas.
A. Farnsworth, Max Schutz, William
B. Walton, Orison C. Hinman, Chas.
L. Ashton and William Roach, all of
Silver City, and Samuel Allen, of
i
Santa Rita.
Rio Mlmbres Water Users association. Principal place of business at
Demlng, Luna county.
Territorial
agent, James R. Waddlll, at Demlng.
Capital stock, $30,000, divided Into
10,000 shares of the par value of $3
Object, furnishing water for
each.
Irrigation
and domestic purposes.
Duration, fifty years. Incorporators,
Maurice T. Brown, Robert C. Hatton
and Charles L. Post, all of Las Cru-ce- s.

d

IU3THIES8'

containimr valuable information free.
'Illicit uml j;ct The
Bradfitld Regulator Co., Atlanta, G.

WANTED.
More shoT J repairing at
corner of Railroad avenue and
Broadway. P. E. Daniel.
WANTED An
experienced
cook.
Mrs. W. B. Chllders. 107 North
Twelfth street.
W A NTED Good meat cutter and
sausage maker:
also girls for
Col- housework.
Good wages.
Employment
Agency.
burn's
WANTED Stenographer;
must assist In office work and be good at
figures;
state salary expected.
Apply P., Citizen office.
WANTED
Gentleman's
secondhand clothing. No. 515 South First
street, south of viaduct. Bend address and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
WANTED TcamVTh e Santa Fe
Gold & Copper Mining Co., wants
teams for coal haul from Hagan
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
All
for other purposes.
good
teams making application will be
given work. Geo. O. Marrs, Superintendent.
AGENTS WANTED.
MEN AND WOMEN ARE MAKING
$10 to $25 a day selling our embroidery goods. No capital or experience required. Why not you 7
Write for samples and exclusive
agency.
U. S.
EMBROIDERY
WORKS, Omaha, Neb.
l'XU KENT.
FOR RENT Two rooms for
Inquire at 300 North
Broadway.
FOR RENT Front rooms for light
housekeeping;
rent 'reasonable.
Apply rear 624 West Railroad.
FOR RENT Four-roohouse In
good condition, well located; $12,
Including water. Lloyd Hunsaker,
205 West Gold avenue.
y
FOR RENT A six room
DricK nouse, corner
of Seventh
street and TiJeraa avenue. Inquire
at Lommorl & Matteuccl, 624
West TIJeras avenue.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
$1.00 per week and up; also nice
rooms for light housekeeping $1.00
per week and up furnished with
stove and cooking utensils
and
dishes.
The Minneapolis House,
524 South Second street, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE.
FOR SALE A range and a dining
table. 602 West TIJeras.
FOR SALE Fine saddle pony, pacer.
Apply at 110 South Edith.
FOR SALE A good big cow, will be
rresn soon. See George K. Keher.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE A
Yost typewriter,
See The Citi
WANTED

Arizona Club Men Arrested Copper Gulf and Burro Mounfor Playing tha
tain to Receive AtGreen,
tention.

ays
aft;:;f
qer bottle.

.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS.

FIRST VICTIMS OF

.

ln-r-

EVENING CITIZEN.

Ave and

First St.

B. H. BRIGGS &
CO. i Proprietors
SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST

PEUgONAL

$1.S0 up
96
50o

two-stor-

ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED.

B. F. COPP,

12, N. T. ARMIJO

ROOM

BLDQ.

FOR WILDCAT
Bob

Burch Sends Bullet in
In Man's Breast
In Dark.

BURCH

GAVE

HIMSELF

UP

Cllmore May Recover, as Bullet
Was a Steel Cased
One.
Phoenix, Ariz., Feb.

5.

Bob Burch,

a miner employed at the Bierce and
Kultenbach camp, a half mile from

Gibson's, arrived in Globe and gave
himself up to' Deputy Sheriff Duncan
for shooting and probably fatally
wounding a miner named Gllmore,
who Is employed at Al West's camp.
After hearing Burch's story Duncan released him from custody and
Dr. J. L. Wales was sent out to the
camp to bring In the wounded man.
According to Burcrrs story, several
nights ago a wildcat had entered the
cabin occupied by him and other min
ers and Jumped on one of the bunks.
Since then the men have been on
the lookout for the animal.
On the night of the shooting about
o'clock there was a disturbance. In
the bushes below the cabin and one
of the men shouted to Burch that it
was the wild cat. Burch got his 38
caliber Colt's and fired a shot into
the bushes, not suspecting that there
was a man there.
Gllmore was making his way up
the hill to the Bierce camp and be- rore he could cry out he received the
bullet In his breast, it penetrating
the body.
The wounded man was taken into
(he cabin and made comfortable,
while Burch and Jim Johnson, the
cook, came in for medical assistance.
The men think that Gilmore will recover, as the bullet which struck him
was steel encased.

zen.

FOR SALE The Claude Glrard prop- erty on west Mountain road. Inquire on premises or .at No. 300
North Broadway.
FOR SALE Camping outfit;
span
oi genue young mules, harness and
light Studebaker wagon. Call at
Highland Stables, 112 John street.
FOR SALE Majority of stock In es- taDiisnea ana paying retail business. Incorporated.
Owner wishes
to leave city. Address No. 1126,
Dally Citizen
FOR SALE TwentFeTghT Read" of
fine Jersey cows.
Can be seen at
Hunters' wagon yard, 200 North
Broadway. Come and see them.
The price will be right.
FOR SALE At the "Variety"
you
will find fine home made bread, 6c
a loaf; doughnuts, pies, baked
beans, soup and other good things
stlrctly home made. Phone 710.
Mrs. Downs, 606 South Arno St.
FO R SALESnap Lots 1 371 47T5
in block B, Simpler addition No. 2,
only $600. $60 cash, balance in
installments of $15 per month.
Write J. C. Phelan, Fresno, Calif.,
or see E. H. Dunbar, 224 West
Gold avenue.

Pianos, Organa,
Furniture,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, aa low as $1
and as high as $200. Loans are
quickly made and strictly private.
Time: One month to one year given.
possession.
Goods remain In your
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to anst from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave,
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

.

HERE'S A BARGAIN
For This Week Only
No. 717 South Kdith,
brick
of cloHcts, big rooms cellar, lot
50x1 4 a, $1800 If sold this week. Better see us or tlie owner, D. A. Iult-ma- n,
If yon want a homo.

lot

POR TERF IELD CO.
216 West Gold Ave.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

LAWYERS.

Ira

M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. i! v
N. W., Washington. D. C.
Pensions.
land patents,
copyrights,
caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
It. W. I). rtrvon
ATTORNEY AT LAW. A1h,,n,,..
jue, N. M. Office, First National
nans: Dulldlng.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT t.aw
- .
im
.WWW,
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. M.
DENTISTS.
R. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and X.
Over O'RIellv's rirn
ni. '
No. 744. Appointments made by
mail.
Eriiminil .T AIm
ti xv.
i. o.
m,
ftw,
NO. 306 RAllronH
nai
tl1
VIIIUV
hours,
a. m.. to 12:80 p. m.:
p. m. to 5 p. m. Both phones. 1:39
Ap- puiuiiuenis maae Dy mall.
PHYSICTANST

Rinn khii.

DH. J. It. HAYNES
Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms 11 and 13. M
building.

t

Kiirmniu u

W. M.

i -- un

iv

Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
Occidental Life Building. Telephone 886. Albuquerque, N. M.
'
DR. It. L. HUST.
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis
t r pa tori with ui.k
Frequency Electrical Current and
Germicide. Treatments Hv.n
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse in attendance.
Both phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 316.
Colo., Red 111
6-- 8,

.v

A.

nnnnmc

Commercial Club building.
Black
or White hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS
F. W. SDencer. nnnmi
to..
nen ouuaing, Albuquerque, N M.
Doin pnones.

ii.it

CIVIL ENGINEER.

J. It. Farwell.
Room 23. N. T. Armijo building.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
8TRAYED.
Titos. K. D. Maddison.
STRAYED January 17, one Jersey
Office with W. B. Chllders.
117
cow; branded open H. Return to West Gold avenue.
1500 South John street. Mrs. P. M.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Gavin.
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, United
o taies
omce.
Department of the Interior, Land OfSanta Fe, N. M., Dec. 19, 1906.
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Notice Is hereby given that the folloJanuary 22, 1907.
wing-named
claimant hag filed noNotice is hereby given that Ramon tice
intention to make final
Padilla of San Rafael, N. M., ha proofof hissupport
or his- - claim tinder
in
filed notice of his Intention to make
16 and 17 ot the act of
final five year- - proof In support of his sections
claim, viz: Homestead
Entry No. March 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as
6689, made December 3, 1901, for the amended by the act of February 21,
1893
EH NW14, and EH SW, Section proof (27 Stats., 470), and that said
will be made before the pro26. Township 10 N. Range 10 W. and
bate clerk at Los Lunas, N. M., on
that said proof will be made before January
26, 1907, viz: Mariana ChavJesus M. Luna, Probate Clerk aX
Los Lunas, N. M., on March 7, 1907. ez de Otero, for the Small Holding
He names the following witnesses Claim No. 2547, situate in Sec. 36, T.
to prove his continuous residence up- 7 N, R. 2 E.
He names the following witnesses
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
adJose R. Candelarla, Rafael Baldes, to prove his actual continuous
possession of said tract for
Manuel Sanchez, Blsente Padla, all verse
twenty years next preceding tbe surof San Rafael, N. M.
vey of the township, viz:
R.
MANUEL
OTERO,
"
Francisco Aragon y Baca, of Los
Register.
o
Lunas, n. M.; Aniceto Aragon,
Orona, Quirino Samore, of Per-altNOTICE FOR. PUBLICATION.

Neighbors Got Footed.
"I was literally coughing myself to
death, and had become too weak to
leave my bed; and neighbors predict
ed that I would never leave It alive,
but they got fooled, for thanks be to
God, 1 was Induced to try Dr. King's
New Discovery.
It took Just four
one dollar bottles to completely cure
cough
the
and restore me to good
sound health," writes Mrs. Eva
of Grovertown, Stark county. Department ot me interior. Land OfIndiana.
This king of cough and
fice ut Santa Fe, New Mexico.
cold cures, und healer of throat and
January 22, 1907.
lungs, Is guaranteed by all druggists.
Notice is hereby given that Juan
$50 and $1.00.
Trial bottle free.
de Dlos Padilla of San Rafael, N. M.,
has filed notice of his Intention to
NOTICE FOR PI BLICATIOX.
make final five-yeproof in support
Department of the Interior, Land Of of his claim, viz: Homestead Entry
No. 668S. made December 3, 1901,
tice at Santa Fe. N. M.
for the W
NE. and W4 SEH.
January 29, 1907.
26, Township 10 N, Range 10
Notice is hereby given that S&n Section
tlugo Garcia, of Chilill, N. M.. has W, and that said proof will be made
filed notice of his intention to make before Jesus M. Luna, Probate Clerk
final five-yeproof in support of at Los Lunas, N. M., on March 7,
nis claim, viz: Homestead Entry No, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
6591 made October 2. 1901, for the
prove his continuous residence upSIS4 NW4, EV4 SWU and SWtt to
of, the land, viz:
SEV, Section 3, Township 8 N, Range on, and cultivation
Jose R. Candelarla, Rafael Baldes,
6 fc., and that said proof will be made
before II. W. S. Otero, United States Manuel Sanchez, Blsente Padla, all
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque, of San Rafael, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
N. M on March 5, 1907.
Register.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upGas in the Stomach.
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Belching ami that sense of fullness
Manuel Y. Acunla, Antonio Sandoso
often experienced after eating Is
val, Julian Lucero and Jose Mora, ull
caused by the formation of gas. The
of Chilill, N. M.
stomach falls to perforin its functions
MANTEL R. OTERO,
ami the food ferments.
ChamberRegister.
lain's StoniMch and Liver Tablets will
correct
the
disorder.
They
aid digesLuinc Hack.
This ailment Is usually caused by tion and strengthen and invigorate
For sale
rheumatism of tho muscles and may the stomach ami Imwels.
hy all druggists.
be cured by applying Chamberlain's
Pain Balm two or three times a day
and rubbing the parts vigorously at MOTT'S PENNYROYAL
PILLS
each application.
If this does not
1
ov,'""""'
afford relief, bind on a piece of flanJfrafc.
'"' "
uuilMi,iii, r,
:K..f
nel slightly
dampened
with Pain
li. ii
hrjr air I. Uir
I'.alm, ami quick relief Is almost sure
kmm"
w,,l,lHf)li,,,.U.
yir'Bll
" '"I"'1'
Ut.li't i(to follow. For sale by all druggists.
.1,1 b...ij No
"I
r., "I "IV..11.
ar

ar

l.y

Our ROUGH DRY work dun's have
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry Co.

LOANS.

MONEY to LOAN

m

Full Set of Teeth
Gold Filling
Gold Crowns
Painless Extracting

PROPERTY

',,

1

M.

-

u,,l

I.
'

,

''

inrli--

t

I""I'"'prr

l

nu-.
Imis

Jb..to.:lL:S
ANN ft SON.

MOTt CHEMICAL

FOB SALE BY

r

Gull-lerm-

a,

N. M.

Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,

or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations
of the interior department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above
mentioned time and place to cross
examine the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTEKO.
Register.
Small Holding Clalra No. 2547.
NOTICE OF FIRST MEETING OF
CREDITORS.
In the lilstrict Court, Second
District, Territory
of New
Mexico.
In the matter of O. A. Burtner.
bankrupt.
In bankruptcy.
To the Creditors of o. A. Burtner, of
Albuquerque, in the County of
Bernalillo, Territory of New Mexico ami District Aforesaid, a Bankrupt:
Notice is
given that on the
1th day of January, A. D. 1907, thu
said o. A. Burtner was duly adjudicated bankrupt; and that the first
meeting of his creditors will be
ut the olltce of M. E. Hickey, in held
the
Burnett building. in Albuquerque,
New Mexico, on February 15th, A. D.
IStuT. at 10 o'clock in the forenoon,"
at which time said creditors may attend, prove their claims, appoint a
trustee, examine the bankrupt and
transact such other business as may
properly .nine before said meeting.
M. E. HICKEY
Referee In Bankrup
Albuquerque. NcW Mexico, Feb
ul

--

.

1907.
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JAPAN QUESTION

LIFE DETECTIVE STORY
Tito CaaoOf Hr. ac6MoMatii

THE POLICY OF THIS STORE

OCCUPYING

'BY THE GREATEST LIVING CWIUHOLOCISI

THOUGH
CHAPTER H.
Whilst throe letters had been circulating the life of the Edaljls had. as
I have already said, been made miserable by a fertes of most Ingenious
and daring; hoaxes, many of which
might have seemed comical had It
not been for the tragedy of such a
persecution.
In all sorts of papers
the curious wants of the Rev. 8.
Bdaljl, of Great Wyrley, broke out
by letter and by advertisement.
Forgery caused no qualms to the
Mr. EdalJI behidden consj.lrator.
came In these effusions an enteragent, with a
prising matrimonial
number of ladles, their charms and
fortunes most realistically cataloged,
whom he was ready to dispose to
any eligible bachelor. 1U" house was
advertised to be let for The most extra ordinary purposes. His servant
girl was summoned over to Wolverhampton to view the dead body of a
nonexistent sister supposed to be living at a public house. Tradespeople
brought cartloads of unordered goods
to the vicarage. An unfortunate parto
son from Norwich flew across
Great Wyrley on the urgent summons
of the Rev. Shapurjl EdalJI, only to
find himself the victim of a forgery.
Finally, to the confusion of anyone
wbo Imagines that the youth of Geo.
Bdaljl was annoying
himself and
playing hartless tricks upon his own
people, ther came a forged apology
in the public press, beginning with

CITTZE.

latter series proclaimed the change. But In 1903 the trouble
writer to be a scholar at Walsall broke out in a far more dangerous
grammar school. Granting mat n form than ever.
could no longer be a scholar there If
It was on Feb. 2, 1903, that the first
he were concerned In the hoaxes of serious outrage occurred at Wyrley.
1893, It Is still an argument that the On that data a valuable horse belongsame motive power lay behind each, ing to Joseph Holmes was found to
since we And Walsall grammar school have been ripped up during the night.
obtruding Itself In each case.
Two months later, on April 2, a cow
he key was belonging to Mr. Thomas was treated
The Incident of
brought before the chief constable of In a similar fashion, and a month
the county, who seems at once to after that a cow of Mrs. Bungay's
have concluded that young Geo. Ed- was killed In the same way. Within
alJI was the culprit. Geo. EdalJI was a fortnight a horse of Mr. Badger's
not a scholar at the. Walsall school, was terribly mutilated, and on the
having been brought up at Rugeley, same day some sheep were killed.
and there does not appear to have On June 6 two cows suffered the same
been the slightest reason to suppose fate, and three weeks later two valu
that he had procured a key from this able horses belonging to the Qulnton
six miles dlstanct school and laid it Colliery company were also destroyed.
on his own doorstep. However, here next in order In this monstrous series
g
boy, and here are of barbarities was the killing of a
Is a
queer doings, and here Is a sealous pony at Great Wyrley colliery for
very
Upton whose which Geo. EdalJI was arrested and
constable, the
praises were later to be so en- convicted. His disappearance
from
thusiastically voiced by the writer of the scene made no difference at all
was
report
sequence
made
outrages,
to
the
of
for on
the letters. Some
and the chief constable believed It. Sept. 21, betwixt his arrest and his
He took the course of writing In his trial, another horse was disembowel
own hand, over his own name, In an ed, and as If expressly to confute the
attempt to bluff the boy Into a con- views of those who might say that
fession. Under date Jan. 23, 1893, this outrage was committed by conhe says to the father. In a letter federates In order to affect the trial,
which now lies before me: "Will you the most diabolical deed of all was
please ask your con George from committed after Edaljl's conviction
whom the key was obtained which upon Nov. 3, when a horse and mare
was found on your doorstep on Dec. were found mutilated in the same
12? The key was stolen, but If It field, an additional touch of horror
being added by the discovery of a

Is to clean up stock once

yearly and open season
with new goods.

I

In the

Very Largely In Washington

The Name

These Days - Paper Trust
to be Investigated.

Washington, Feb. B. The
of this government with foreign
powers have run along so smoothly
for so long a time that even the re
mote possibility of a war cloud will
be received by many us a pleasing
variation from the domestic topics
with which the country has been
gorged during the past few months,
I
Interest away
J It will take the public
negro soldiers,
from corporations,
legislation
queer-lookl'.tariff revision, currency
and such things as that, and give the
people something a little more stir
ring to talk about, even if It amounts
to nothing more than talk
Men in public life In Washington,
however, talk somewhat seriously
when they suggest the possibility of
a war with Japan and the contention
Is heard among both republicans and
democrats that the oriental power
appears to be determined to force a
war If she can. It is a significant
fact that Secretary Taft In a letter
to the senate committee on appro
priations urged increased appropri
ations for the erection of fortifica
tions of Hawaii and stated that there
newly born foal some little distance was "every reason why the fortificafrom the mare. Three months later, tions at Hawaii should be made
on Feb. 8, 1904, another horse was ready."
Although the general pubfound to he Injured, and finally, on lic was kept In ignorance of all that
March 24, two sheep and a lamb were may have been behind the screen.
found mutilated, and a rough miner the committee must have been satisnamed Farrlngton was convicted, up fied that the situation was acute, for
on entirely circumstantial
evidence. it granted the money asked and sub
and condemned to three years. Now sequently the senate
appropriated
here the results of the police are ab the money without a word of debate.
solutely Illogical and Incompatible. The house, doubtless, will do like
Their theory was that of a moon wise when the matter comes up.
lighting gang. EdalJI Is condemned
The Japanese question became
as one member of It, Farrlngton as more
or less acute when the people
another. But no possible connection of San Francisco refused to admit
can be proved or was ever suggested grown Japanese men in the public
between EdalJI and Farrlngton; the schools, where small children were
one a rude. Illiterate miner, the other being
taught. The policy of the adthe son of the vicar and a rising pro ministration,
apparently friendly to
fessional man; the one a loafer at the Japanese contention, inflamed the
public houses, the other a total ab- people
of the coast and the situation
stainer.
It Is certainly suggestive.
Japgrown from bad to worse.
presuming that Farrlngton did do the has
are coming Into this country
deed for which he was convicted, that anese
through the Pacific ports by the
he was employed at the Wyrley col- shipload,
as there Is no law against
liery, and may have had to pass in
they come in
going to his work that very pony their admission unless
of the contract labor law.
which EdalJI was supposed to have violation
injured. It Is also, It must be admit- Recently two Bhlploads were detainted, suggestive that while Edaljl's im ed to Investigate whetherIs they were
done with
This
prisonment had no effect upon the under contract.
outrages, Farrlngton's was at once regard to other nations, but Japan at
iollowed by their complete cessation. once entered a vigorous protest.
Evidence of unrest and uneasiness
How monstrous, then, to contend, as
Among material to the publishers and, ne
the home office has done, that no new are manifest on all sides.
those cessarily, an Increased expenditure
facts have arisen to Justify a revision other things It is stated thatHawaii,
of Edaljl's case. At the same time, Japanese on the Island of
for every man who takes a paper or
Russia, buys a book.
I do not mean to imply Farrlngton'a veterans of the war with
military
bodies,
organized
that
have
guilt, of which I have grave doubts,
but merely that, as compared with they may be ready for any emer IIAUl DRESSER AJTD CHIROPOWhatever may be the real
EdalJI, a strong case could be made gency.
DIST.
facts, it is considered significant that
out against him.
Bambini, at her parlors. No,
suddenly 209Mrs.West
should
war
department
the
Railroad avenue, la preNow let me, before examining the
that the necessity of forti- pared to give thorough scalp treatoutrage of Aug. 17, 1903, which prov- ascertain
the island Is imperative, and ment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
ed so fatal to EdalJI, give some ac- fyingdemand
Is coupled with the an bunions and ingrowing nails.
Bhe
count of the fresh epidemic of letters this
Is not on the gives massage treatment and maniwhich broke out in the district. They nouncement that there
any
sort
of
that
a
fortification
Island
preparacuring. Mrs. Bambini's own
were synchronous with the actual
outrages, and there were details in would be of account In time of war. tion of complexion cream builds up
fraught
Is,
apparently,
situation
The
the skin and Improves the complex
them which made It possible, though
ex"THE FIRST SERIOUS OUTRAGE OCCURRED AT WRYLEY.
ion,, and is guaranteed not to be In
be no means certain, that they were with danger, and the president Is
diplomacy
by
to
settle
erting
himself
Jurlous. She also prepares a hair
written by someone who was actually
hold
of
some
advisers
his
which
that
tonic that cures and prevents dan
the words: "We, the undersigned, G. can be shown that the whole thing concerned In the crimes.
will accept. If not set druff and hair falling out; restore
E. T. EdalJI and Fredk. Brookes, both was due to some Idle freak or prac
It cannot be said thnt there Is ab the Japanese
pre
as
a
satisfaction,
to
tled
their
residing In the parish of Great Wyr- ttcal Joke, I should not be Inclined solute proof that the letters of 1903
life to dead hair; removes moles,
By way of criticism warts and superfluous hair.
Also a
ley, do hereby declare that we are to allow any police proceedings to be were by the same hand as those of text for war.
danger
now
men,
public
some
that
certaken in regard to it. If, however. 1895, but there was points about their
powder, a freckle cure and pint
face
the sole authors and writers of
If remote, point pie cure and pile cure. All of these
tain anonymous letters received by the persons concerned in the removal phrasing, about their audacity and seems possible, even
are purely vegetable
various persons during the last 12 of the key refuse to matte any ex violence of language, finally, about to the fact that the genesis of the preparations
months." The apology then goes on planation of the subject, I must the attentions which they bestow upon whole matter may be found in th compounds. Have JuBt added a vl
to express regret for utterances necessarily treat the matter In all the EdalJI family, which seem to sentiments of the president cm the brator machine for treatment of
against the favorite protege of the seriousness as a theft. I may say at point to a common' origin. Only in Japanese school question In his an scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
unknown, Upton, the sergeant of po- once that I shall not pretend to be this case the Rev. EdalJI escapes, and nual message to congress.
Is also used for rheumatism, pains
lice at Cannock, and also against lleve any protestations or Ignorance It Is the son the same son who has
and massage.
For three years the question
This pretended which your son may make about this been menaced In the first series with
Elizabeth Foster.
apology was, of course, at once dis- key. My Information on the subject disgrace for life who receives some whether Reed Hmoot, senator from
Rising Front tlie Grave.
A prominent
owned by the Edaljls, and must, I does not come from the police."
of the communications, and Is re- Utah, should be permitted to hold
manufacturer, Wm.
Considering the diabolical Ingenuity ferred to In the others. I may say his seat In the senate of the United A. Fertwell, of Lucama, N. C, relates
think, convince any reasonable man.
most remarkable experience. He
If there were already, any room for of the hoaxer, it would seem prob that this series of letters present States, has been under discussion
doubt, that the Edaljls were not per- able that the Information came di- various handwritings, all of which either In committee or on the Moor says: "After taking less man mree
Mr. bottles of Electric Bitters, I feel like
secuting themselves in this madden- rectly or Indirectly from him. In any differ from the 1895 letters, but as of the senate, Intermittently.
case, It seems to have been false, or, the original persecutor was fond of Smoot Is a member of the Mormon one rising from the grave. My trou
ing fashion.
Before leaving this subject of the at least. Incapable of proof, as Is boasting that he could change his church, but Is not a polygamlst. The ble la Brlght's disease. In the Dla
anonymous letters of 1893, which shown by the fact that after these handwriting, and even that he could senate has finally agreed to vote on betes stage. I fully believe Electric
breathe revenge against the EdalJI threats from the chief constable no imitate that of Geo. EdalJI, the vari the pending resolutions and all
Bitters will cure me permanently, for
family, I should like to quote and action was taken. But the point to ance need not be taken too seriously. amendments that may be offered on It has already stopped the liver and
strongly emphasize two expressions be noted is that as early as 1893,
which have
the 20th of February, and those who bladder complications
Tlic IngcnloiiM villainy of tlic plot are most familiar with this case and trobuled me for .years." Guaranteed
which have a lurid meaning when when EdalJI was only 17, we have the
freely admit by all druggists. Price only EOc.
taken with the actual outcome of the police force of Staffordshire, through will lx exiMMcd In tomorrow's con- the politics Involved,
the mouth of their chief, making tinuation of this great detective story. that the Utah senator will not be disfuture.
On March 17, 1893, this real or charges against him, and declaring in
turbed. Although questions such as
Nothing Coining to Him.
pretended maniac says in a letter advance that they will not believe any
those Involved In the Kmont case are
to the father: "Before the end of protestation of Innocence. Two years
supposed to be determined strictly
"Going to the lecture tonight?"
IB uiwri'.i.-,ana tunum riww
alKHit tlt
upon their merits, political consider
oi!ittrim
this year your kid will be either In later, on July 25, 1895, the chief con
My wife's out of town."
"No.
MARVEL Whirl ina Son v
Utah at
the graveyard or disgraced for life." stable goes even further. Still writing
ation Inevitably creeps In.
'I'UBew
,rlt.r.
HaVvVV&V..!
WI..1
says:
to the father he says: "I did not tell
Later, In the same letter, he
present Is a republican state, and the
"Do you think that when we want Mr. Perry that I know the name of SHOULD DRINK PLENTY
Mormon vote Is cast for that party.
we ciin not copy your kid's writing? the offender" the writer of the let
For more than a year the effort has
Within ten years of the receipt of ters and author of the hoaxes)
been made to obtain agreement for
1 O.B
jt r.iiiri t
my
- vix i
V
It V I. I., a
that letter the "kid." or Geo. EdalJI, "though I told him that I had
Now that the senate has
OF GOOD WATER a vote.
h'T.
my
life,
suspicions. I prefer to keep
bus
had Indeed been disgraced for
agreed, It Is but a fair Inference that
;:rtl"-'
to
myself
ri
until I am able to
and anonymous letters which Imitat- plclons
the friends of Senator Smoot believe
ji t. i 1. 1 ,
'!
il
ed his handwriting had played a part prove them, and I trust to be able
J3il i.l r 1. i.if on i
they have the situation in hand and
people
"Tin?
here
not
do
drink
penal
a
of
dose
servitude
in his downfall. It Is difficult after to obtain
that the vote will be In his favor.
MEN AND WOMEN.
this to doubt thut the schemer of for the offender; as although great enough water to keep healthy," exa"
claimed
authority.
wellknown
"The
apparently
to
exercised
care
been
of
has
Dm Bit
for omatunU
1893 was Identical with the writer
Soma months ago three of the largdischarges,
id A niiualioDt,
numerous
of
g
casts
I
stomach
trouble,
possible,
anything
n
as
as
avoid,
far
the letters of 1903.
est newspapers of the middle west C M miti
DlVUUN IB Irritations or olcrUoo
Among the many hoaxes and an- which would constitute any serious kidney and bladder diseases rheu- organized a pool, purchased a pulp
of nuoom membranes.
Painlaaa. and not aalrin
rnfMh fwmlM.
noyances
during
practiced
these offense In law, the person who writes matism are mainly due to the fact mill In Maine, capitalized It at
tVAJU CHIN
Gt.
fDt or oioaoui.
himself that the drinking of water, nature's
years was the continual laying of ob- the letters has overreached
began
the
manufacture
and
jects within the vicarage grounds in two or three Instances, In such a greatest medicine, has been neglected. of their own paper. It was stated at
a i of ttiit ib attain wrapper,
Stop loading your system with pat
I bf ttpr, prepaid, for
and on the window sills, or under the manner as to render him liable to the
the
was
done
this
that
time
that
the
II M. orlbotUft2.TA.
but get papers, each of hlch consume tons
doors, done with such audacity that most serious punishment. I have no ent medicines and cure-allCircular aanl on ituiuiL
the culprit was more than once near- doubt that the offender will be de- on the water wagon. If you are real upon tons of paper annually, migh
ly sick, why, of course, take the prop
ly caught in the act. There was one tected."
escape the clutches of the "paper
Now, it must be admitted that this er medicines plain common vege
of these Incidents which I must allude
trust." which. It was clulmed, was
to at some length, for though It was is a rather sinister letter. It follows table treatment, which will not shat yearly
Increasing the cost of this ma
trivial In itself, It has considerable after 18 months upon the previous ter the nerves or ruin the stomach."
so essential to the press of the
When requested for such a pre- terlal
Importance as forming a link be- one In which he accuses Geo. EdalJI
through the
country.
Congress,
tween the outrages of 1893 and of by name. The letter wus drawn from scription for the cure of rheumatism bureau of corporations, has devoted
of and kidney trouble the answer was:
1903, and also because It shows for him by the father's complaint
much time to the investigation
the first time the very strong sus- gossip In the neighborhood and the "You must make the kidneys do their some
of the trusts that have to do
picion which Capt., the Hon. G. A. allusion to the skill of the offender In work; they are the niters of the blood.
of general consumption,
Anson, chief constable of Stafford- keeping within the law has a special They must be made to strain out of with articles
great Interest have
shire Influenced no doubt by those meaning, In view of the fact that the blood the waste matter and acids and reportsto of
time been submitted to
time
the urine from
reports of his subordinates, which he young EdalJI was already a law stu- that cause rheumatism;
these re
may or may not have too readily dent. Without mentioning a name. must be neutralized so it will no long- congress. The character of recent
11
Geo. he assures Edaljl's father that the er be a source of irritation to the ports is Judged from the
believed has shown towards
opera
of
the
discussion
lumlnatlng
bladder,
you
and,
most
all,
of
must
EdalJI. Personally I have met with culprit may get a dose of penal servi
Oil company.
nothing but frankness and courtesy tude. No doubt the chief constable keep these acids from forming In the tlons of the StandardWilliams,
minor
But John Shurp
Is
stomach.
cause
This
stomthe
said,
every
A.
of
word he
Anson honestly meant
from Capt. the Hon. G.
during the course of my Investigation and thought that he had excellent ach troubles and poor digestion. For Ity leader of the house, a great stu
and an Inveterate
and If In the search after truth I reasons for his conclusions; but the these conditions I would suggest the dent of literature
the
have to criticize any wort or action point is that If the Staffordshire po- following prescription, which Is com- reader of newspapers, believes
the cost of
of his, I can assure him that It Is lice took this attitude towards young posed of onl- vegetable Ingredients, paper trust has increased
wno wain
with regret and only In pursuit of EdalJI In 1895, what chance of Im- which cuii be obtained from any good printed mutter to tnose attempting
COMING IV OUT OF THE COLD
are
what seems to me to be a clear partiality had be in 1903, when a cul- presc ription pharmacy. Any one can reading matter and
heated
prit was wanted for an entirely new mix them by shaking well in a bottle: to buv libraries themselves, and in-he we appreciate a perfectly
iluty.
proposes to have this organization
house, but It is not every house that
on Dec. 12, 1892, at the very be- set of crimes? It is evident that their Fluid Extract Dandelion, one-haA
congress
agree.
will
is properly warmed. If yours Is lackginning of the series of hoaxes, a minds were steeped In prejudice ounce; Compound Kargon, one ounce; vestigated if
large key was discovered lying upon against him, and that they were In Compound Syrup Sursaparllla, three resolution he has offered directs the ing in any way, or if you are undeto
labor
cided what is t a best system to inthe vicarage doorstep. This key was the mood to view his actions in the ounces. To be taken In teaspoonful department of commerce and
paper trust stall In a new iuse and need Infordoses after each meal 'and at bedtime, Investigate this
handed to the police, and was dis- darkest light.
he water.
.ust worthy and valAt the end of 1895 this persecution but don't forget
Drink and report to wliut extent the under- mation that
covered In a few days to be a key
which had been taken from Walsall ceased. Letters and hoaxes were sud- plenty and often." This valuable In- stood agreement between the mill uable, let us k.iow of your trouble.
to
operated
grammar school. The reason why I denly switched off. From that date formation and simple prescription forming this trust has
We are specialists for hot water, hot
suy that this Incident has an Importtill 1903 peace reigned In Wyrley. should be posted up in each household stifle competition, fix the price of air and steam heating.
by
means
employed
ant bearing upon the connection be- But Geo. EdalJI was resident at the and used at the first sign of an attack paper and the
tween the outrages of 1893 and those vicarage all the time. Had he been of rheumatism, backache or urinary the trust to keep up the prices hut Standard Plumbing & Heating Co
have resulted lit increased cost of raw
of 1993 is thut the very first letter the culprit there was no reason for trouble, no matter how slight.
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Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally
for honest advertising.

3000 Pairs Men'
Fine Shoes

All Other Shoes at 10

Per Cent Discount
Our window display will giye you
inkling of the shapes that stylish
essers will wear, but come in and care
fully inspect the shoes themselves.We feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we wiH
have your trade.
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Win. CHAPLIN

Every Woman
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SHOE STORE

121 RAILROAD AVE.

Vehicles
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Harness
at Reduced
Prices.

Albuquerque Carriage Company
Corntr Flrtt Btrttt and TUrm
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Horse Clothing, Lap

Rcs,

Whips, Axis Oils

A Few Words
This gentleman has s
few words 10 tell you. He

says when you buy Horse
Blankets or Lap Robes,
insist on the famous SA.
They are
and will give you the best
satisfaction.
We Sell Them
long-of-we- ar

and all kinds of saddlery supptta.
Tou ought to see what a mm
buggy we can give yon tot Ili.M.

J. Korber & Co.
In Our New Store

212 North

No.

Second

Albuquerque, N. M.
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Foundry and

Albuquerque

Machine

Works

MALL, froprftor
R.
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
,
Fronts for Buildings.
"
JVpalr
it Mining mmd mill Machinery m mpamlmlty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque. K. U.
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WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

NUE

j

COAL
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
BLOCK
BE3T AMERICAN
PER TON
10-5-

W-5-

WOOD
aBMBHHsBHBna

BIQ LOAD OF MILL WOOD
12.25 AND 92.75
FOR

John
502

S.

B. RUPPE

Beaven

80UTH FIRST STREET.

j

Thos. F. Keleber
Headquarters for Low Price
on Leather, Paints, Varnithe.
Brushes and Jap-a-l408 Wit Rallfd Awnmm
ac

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVKUT. SALE. FKKD AND
TKANSFKK STABLES.
Hurst-and Mules Bought anl
BEST TOL'KNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad mnX
Copper Avenue.

atBUQUERQUE
make you presentable," he continued. They went to a
barber shop, where the man was shaved and had a
hair cut and a bath. Then Wilkin look him to a clothing store and bought him a complete outfit f rock jcoat,
,hlgh hat, good shoes, shirt, collar end everything he
needed.
The change Avas marvelous, ) Tie Ohloan
looked dlstlnlguished and prosperous In his new rig.
Next morning Wllklns took his friend to the white
house and Introduced him to the president.He told
the president thnt this niHn had been of much help to
him and he wanted to get him a place, thinking he
might sei ure a clerkship of some kind.
"Are ynu a lawyer?" asked the president.
"I lam,'
said the visitor. "All right," said the president, "I will
"But but " stammake you governor of Arizona."
mered the surprised Ohio man. "Shut up!" comiriand-e- d
Wllklns, and the fellow subsided. The appointment
was mad- - and the man served out his term. Wllklns
said he g t the place solely on his high hat. Poor old
Arizona!
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What Is the objection to renlorlnR to the people pt
Mexico the election of th,lr district attorneys?
The morning democrat organ says that It Is proposed to
do this by the republicans as a meanB of punishing the
Sovernor of the territory. As no one knows any reason
why the governor should be punished, and no ono
knows any republican who wants to punish him, the
reason given by the democrat organ Is about as asinine
s the braying of that democrat donkey usually Is.
However, the answer ef the organ gives one more Illustration of It Inability to realise that there may be any
(round for opposition to a measure other than personal
spleen, or any ground for support of a measure other
than personal greed, why, then, should the district at
torneys not be elected?
Some say that to mnke the change proposed will
deprive the governor of one of his prerogatives. What
Ja a prerogative?
The dictionary defines prerogative
ws "an Indefeasible and unquestionable right belonging
to a person or 'body of persous by virtue of position
or relation, and exercised without control or accountability; specifically, a hereditary or official right." The
term was first used, according to authorities, In connec
tion with the disputes between the English kings and
their parliaments In connection with the divine right
jof kings, and caused Charles I to lose his head aod
'Uames II to lose his kingdom.
We .have no divljie
right of rulers in Vils country, and no prerogatives pf
voveraors or any one ei.se. Evn VI we had such prpjTogatlves, the appointment of district attorneys Is npt
lone of them; for It wai conferred on the governor pf
New Mexico by the" legislature, and of course can be
recalled by the name power that conferred It. Thdn.
Skoo, It does not belong to any other governor In the
Hence, It cannot be an indefeasible
United States.
Tight belonging to the office of governor any more than
it 1 a personal right of the governor, to which tie Was
lorn. Why, then, not elect tjie district attorneys?
We are told the governor does not wish it done.
The Cltlien knows hot whether this be true or false,
but we do know, that If such be the case, the reason for
the governor's want must bei one or both of twe for
the good of the people or for the good of himself no
ether motive la pososlble of conception. If his motive
a the good of the people, then It Is a tacit confession
on hla part that he does not believe the people to be as
competent to; exercise
as he Is competent to exercise government for them, thus placing himself on the same1 ground occupied by the czar of Riis--ai- a
In hla country. The Citizen does not believe our
amiable governor either regards himself, or yet wishes
to be regarded. In any such light. But should such be
Iila views In the tpremiees. The Citizen begs to difCer
from him.
The second and only other possible hypothesis. In
case the governor really does object, to the people's
electing their district attorneys. Is that he wants to retain the appointive power for his own benefit. As it Is
absolutely Inconceivable that he needs the power In the
pursuit of health, wealth or1 happiness, there remains
only the supposition that he wants the appointing
power for the purpose of rewarding his friends. If not
for punishing his enemies. This supposition, too, Tho
Clll sen thinks the governor would repudiate.
Aa already said, The Citizen has no knowledge as
to whether the governor does oppose the election of
district attorneys. It has only the declarations of his
sycophants.
But if they represent him correctly, this
paper can only leave him, to select the ground of his
action among, the motives analyzed In this article, for
none Other Is conceivable; and which ever It may be, It
Im overridden and unhorsed by the sentiment of the day
that TUB FKOl'LK SHALL KII.K.

.

COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS
The following confirmation of the views set forth
by The Citizen last evening,1 on the school question,
taken from the New Mexican of last night.
How any
sane and patriotic citizen can have any other view, sur
prises The Citizen. Of course, we should have good and
competent men for the position of county school super'
Intendent the best men In the opinion of their fellow
citizens who can be obtained under the circumstances
but the people themselves must make selection of the
men they think qualified for the place. But here I
what the New Mexican said:
While the New Mexican has favored taking th
election of county school superintendents out of poll
tics as far as Is practical in a government by political
parties, it does not believe In vesting the power of
selecting them In the territorial board of education or
any other board. It has Implicit faith In a governmen
for and by the people and will oppose any movemen
which seeks to curtail the power at the ballot. It Is
true that in some canes the territorial board of educa
tion might make better selections of men to supervise
the county schools than the people, but this would also
be the case If the board were entrusted with the selec
tion of sheriffs, collectors and other county officials.
much more rational method would be to prescribe cer
tain qualifications for the office and to let the people
elect men of such qualifications. A board of educators
la no more free from political wire pulling and ways
that are dark and tricks at times than the ordinary run
of people. But even if this were not the case, this U
government by the people, not by ' boards and com
'
missions.

THE SUNDAY LAW
Representative

Beach has Introduced a bill

the present Sunday laws of the territory. These
laws of this territory at the present time are a farco
so far as the enforcement of them Is concerned.
No
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BETTER TELL JAPAN WE
HAVE DUAL GOVERNMENT
g
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The department of Justice has instituted Judicial
proceedings against the sovereign state of California,
seeking to nullify the tenth amendment to the constitution df the United States, which stipulates as follows:
"The powers not delegated to the United States
by the constitution nor prohibited by It to the states
are reserved to the states, respectively, or to the people."
One of the powers not delegated to the federal establishment nor prohibited to the states, and therefore
reserved to the states and to the people, Is the Jurisdiction over the common school systems of the states.
It Is admitted by the department of Justice that
California has the reserved right to admit Javanese
children to the public schools of that commonwealth;
dui tne department contends that California havinir both
neglected and refused to do so, it Is the federal Kovern- ment's duty to Interfere and force the state of Califor
nia to educate Japs In white Bchools.
It Is not pretended that there is any authority In
the constitution of the United States to coerce California
In this behalf; but It Is assumed that warrant for it is
found In a treaty we have with Jnnnn. v.. tr,.ir..mu
Is a treaty that Is not made "under the authority
of
ine i nnea states,' and no administration 1ih "nmhnr.
ity," to make a treaty that renders void a shred of the
constitution of the United States, and that Is what this
Japanese treaty does, if It Is to be enforced as it is
sought to enforce It toy the department of Justice.
ue irana ana leu Japan the truth.
If la
the best way in the world to avoid future trouble. The
American people are In no humor to apollglze to any
loreign nation for the constitution of the United States
ii m not our rauii lr tney cannot understand It. It is
sumclent for us that we comprehend It, and are resolved
to observe It to the every letter and preserve It at the
every hazard. Washington 1'iwt.
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WHY IT IS EDITORS MAKE
ALL OTHER PEOPLE TIRED

one can doubt this who leaves his home on Sunday,
whether he goes to the country or remains In town.
In fact, but few would have to leave their own prem
000000XX0XK0XXrX0XXOOOOOOt
"Kditors,".' says the handsome man who owns un.l
laea to know that every Sunday sees much done in vlo
latlton of a strict construction of the existing Sunday operates the Lawrence Jouranl, "make us tired " That
a strange coincidence; they make us tired too. We
law.
It cannot be denied that where the sentiment of a sometimes think that if it wasn't for editors and editing
community favors Sunday observance, there the law can his would be a pretty fair sort of a world. But editors
le enforced; where the sentiment does not favor such are forever taking their crowbars and raising the devil
observance, the law is a dead letter. This has always and the devil is always to pay when he gets started
been the case; it will always be the case. Why, then, and often there Is no pitch hot, and there being no pitch
not make the Sunday law a matter of local option? not ine devil unpaid goes up and down the world seek
t the sentiment of the community control.
If the ing whom he may devour. All the trouble in this world
people want strict observance, they cuu enact it and en- Is started by editors. And what do they get out of it
nothing but board and colthes. and the support of
force It. If they want a modified Sunday law, the majority ran enact it and enforce it. If they want the heir humiliated and discredited families.
back-doWhy are editors any way? What everlastingly and
business on Sunday, the majority can say so
eternally is tHe use? The editor riseth In the morning
and see that it is properly continued.
Such is the condition at present, though Illegal. full of high Hopes and beautiful bulging Ideals, and he
No community observes Sunday, to the letter of the law, goeth to bed at night full of unavailing regrets and
where the majority does not favor such observance. ypograihical errors. He pranceth up to the dragon of
This suggestion Is submitted to the consideration of the vil, and soaketh it. when lo, It champeth and snorts
aolons at Santa Fe.
ind lie Is not! He merely monkeyeth with the buzz saw
ipular sentiment and picketh himself up in a sack
nd toteth himself to the scrap heap. Ho rejoiceth In
WHY ELECT THEM?
is decency and pallet!) himself on the back; yea he
Scarcely any old tlnu-- r in New Mexico will fall
nolnteth himself with unction, and churneth his op- appreciate the following story from the (Irahum, Ariz, jonent to cheese. He sluiiiu-thimself on the stomach
Juurdlai, and to correctly draw from It, as the people nd pointeth with pride. But behold his ullbl crumbleth;
of New Mexico have often drawn from like ocourrenecs is
wrinkleth: hla starch inulteth as wax, and
in this territory, the reasonableness of the demand o when the roprt of the committee on conduct and bemany years for election of ull our ollieials.
lint her.; havior coineth. the editor, even the eilltnr of irr,.i
is the story given by the Craham Cuardian:
ride, appeari'th before men ns the two spot from the
The late Herlah Wllklns, owner of the. Washington
ther deck. This also in vanitv.
Pout, went to Washington as a member of congress ami
You bet the editor makes us tired.
If it wasn't
left a good many political friends In Ohio, lie was in
the editor we would be u happy people. But as It
Ills office one day several administrations ago, when a
Se fcometlines wonder why we shouldn't take a hop,
very seedy man came in. He was ragged and dirty, kip and a Jump and go Hailing into history without
uiixliaven and generally
"Hcriah," he said, waiting for the tooth of time to gnaw at our vitals.
"I am down and out. I have lost everything I had. and The editor Is a bad lot. There should be a law against
I want you to get me some kind of a job."
in. There should be un open season on editors so
Wllklns looked the man over and found lie was a hat they might be killed from New Year's to Christ
lattyer who had done him some service in Ohio, lie mas. Kor editors certainly make us tired. Willi:, m
aw id he would da what he could.
Hen While in Kmporla Gazette.
"But first let me
tin-fro-

WILLIAM MclNTOSH, President
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J. Ryan has been warned oft
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CHANGES .AND EVENTS
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Tou may never have such another
opportunity of securing a fine dinner
set or tea set at such prices aa we
ars offering them at now. Ihe housewife will reve In the many choice
pieces of china, glass ware, etc., and
Kitchen ware that we have spread on
our tablet at such Incredible prices.

Corner
Second and
Copper

carefully and make full Inquiries aa
to prices. Here Is furniture elegance
for every part of the house at prices
which surprise, until our large buying
and selling methods are understood.
Look Irl soon, please.

Sporting

d,

',

and
there's not a trace of disappointment
on the face of anyone who pays us a
visit, takes the time to see our stock

-

(By Stuart Maclean.)
busy February,
Thou"jsSrlng, short-liveThOU niohth SO different from the nrJInnnl
For, as an Introduction a nrellmlnnrv
First comes the ground hog, timorous and wary
To spy out an elusive luminary;
And then the carnival, when customary
With mask and mirth to quart your good brown
sherry
And laugh and Jest and let yourself be merry.
Follows the day for lovers literary
To dream of Cupid, Love's auxllary;
And then comes Lent, when, armed with breviary,
We do confess as much as necessary;
And last, the day of tales imaginary.
Of George, refusing comfort temporary
j
By lying that old fable of the cherry.
And
all these, It's necessary
To marry, work and live and dies and bury;
So hall, thou season extraordinary.
Thou blustering,: short-livebusy February!

or

Is what every one Is lodKlng for,

There will be special convocation
of Rio Grande chapter No. 4, Royal
'qc shall be given, other things being Arcn Masons, this evening at 8
Work In the most excel
pants of the' land abutting UDon the o'clock.
lent master degree. By order of the
where the wolk Is to be done; ' pro-ler- e' high priest.. J. C. Fergcr,
secretary,
IS more than one occupant, the
ie te which the preference
hall be
compensation, shall be allowed for
,n DJase shall It exceed fifty cents per
tne
rae 1" to be dragged;' and
f e'Jtfexpended
more . than five
.. therefor
kl
i
is
it any -mne on wmcn said. rwork
Sne year.
n rl
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The board of control of the Ainu
querque Boosters' club met this aft
ernoon at 4 o'clock at the Commer
cial club, for the purpose of suggest
ing names for membership on the

...
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A business meeting of the Woman's
club was held this afternoon at the
Commercial club building, at 3:30
o'clock.

Lodge No. 336, I. O. B. B., will
hold a meeting this evening at 8
o'clock, for the election of officers.
By order of the president.
Sam
Neustadt, secretary.

4

Strong Block

The Fraternal Order of Eagles will
hold their regular meeting this evening.
Important business will be
transacted.

The regular review of Alamo hive,
Ladles of the Maccabees, was held
this afternoon In Odd Fellows' hall.
Business of importance was

M

Don't Miss It.

i

STRONG

O

GOOD ROADS SUGGESTION

luii

in Furniture.

.

.
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F.H.
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The simple, horse-sens- e
machine which
Uncle
Johnnie" Sioke of the other night at the boosters' meeting, Is calb 1 the King drag, and the cheapness and simplicity of lis construction Is equaled only by the quantity and excellence of Its work. Rome one should introduce It Into New Mexico and the legislature should pas
a law requiring Its use. There has been Introduced into
the Kansas house,, with every prospect of passing both
branches of tie legislature, the following good road I
law:
Sectloit LtHii and after the passage of this act,
the townslilu'bnarfls are hereby authorized to have work
done unrt he public highways by use of a road drag, to
be aprjfed Jby. Void board.
Jotlou .ft"". . The boards shall have the road drag
.tisedupAn ,4hevphle highways, under the direction of
iiur -- ma overseers, wnen in tneir judgment the jroad
A 111
.
l'

Taste and Comfort

I

Begular meeting ott the Albuquerque Mandolfn club tonight at Moon's
studio.
The Martha "society
will
meet
Wednesday afternoon at .2:30, at the
Lutheran parsonage.

j
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CHgRCH, CLUB AND
SOCIAL MEETINGS
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ELECTION OF DISTRICT ATTORNEYS

EVETTttfG

In explanation of the ocit Is stated that Ryan bet
on a horse .which" was afdisqualified. As Ryan repuy the bet he was ruled

WM

In Albuquerque

oft.
L. A. Cella has announced

his Intention of putting both Convllle and
Marathon in training for the Crescent
City derby. These colts are now at
Montgomery
park, Memphis, In
charge of Henry McDanlel, and are
probably the highest class of
entered for this event for a
long number of years.
The most valuable stake In this
country
Is for
In
Kngland there are $50,000 In stakes
d
for
und upward, and
In France the most
valuable stake is the Grand Prix, for
which will in the
course of two years be an $80,000 tured timber on a certain part of the
grant, after some consideration, went
stake.
Should Peter Wemmer be selected over till the afternoon.
as the trainer for W. Harry Browne's
The secretary was Instructed
ta
stable next year, Russell will prob- present a full report of lands con
ably do the bulk of the riding as the veyed during the post year. The con- boy is under contract to him.
sideratlon , of claims went over till
i
A race track will be one of the ' iin .ine
uiicrnoun.
features of the Jamestown exposition
Its promoters, and the officials of the
. POUND SALK.
fair will ask for recognition and dates
Brown mule, black legs, weighing
from the Jockey Club Stewards. The about 700 pounds,
brand on
meeting will be a short one, about right thigh, will be with
sold under the
twelve or eighteen days. It will hammer at the city building,
Friday
In the nature of an experiment; be morning,
Feb. 8, at 10 o'clock.
extended a week.
THOS. McMILLIN,
Lyne the Jockey has now definitely
City Marshal.
announced that he will ride during
the coming season In Kngland for
Lord
Charles
Beresford.
Lord
Charles has nominations
for the
Derbys, Oaks and Two Thousand
Guineas.
District Attorney Jerome's unti-betlng bill will meet with terrific op
position when it is put to the house.
A walk of two blocks will
Sportsmen of ull grades are lending
save you many dollars, that
a hand to oppose it.

See Ours

three-year-ol-

McMTOSH HARDWARE CO.

three-year-ol-

s.

three-year-old- s,

J. D. Eakln, President
O. Gloml, Vic President

Snocest or to

MEL1NI & EAKIN, and) BACHECHI

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
kaap
vrytbing In Hook to outfit iha
most faitldlous bar eomplata
Have been appointed exclusive agent. In the Southweet for Joe.
Schlitz, Wm. Lemp
Wa

i.,,-

0

10

Railroad Av.

COOK with
Half of it

Simple,

A. D. Johnson

Cheap,

IAS

The
and

board this morning, the
in leuse for five years
the rait of live cents an acre a
tract of l.oiio acres uhout three-qua- r
ters of a mile north of the city to the
Kreil Harvey system, says the Las
Vegas Optic.
This land Is to be
fenced by the lessees and used for
the establishment of an
dairy, which will supply milk and
butter to a number of Harvey houset
on the system. An application from
MurKaritu Honiero to purchase ma- te

Pom

Co.

Corner Fourth and
Gold Avenue

Rhone Red 98
GENERAL
House
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Years the Standard of Piano Construction
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moving--

Well drliliiiK and
driving.
Near Cold und Seventh. Phone 711

Coacedtd today to be the best is lh world

Chickering & Sons Pianos
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At the regular monthly meeting of

the grunt

Abijusrp

Gas, Electric Light

VEGAS

agreed
trusties
at

4

Economical

START

DAIRY AT

V A LS

HEAT with the
Whole of it

bare-knuck-

HARVEY

an

mw-

Humphrey
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and St Louie A. B. C. Breweries;
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'e Cedar Brook, Loula Hunter,Yellowstone.
Mon.
erch, and other etandard branda of whieklee too numerous toT.J.
mention.
E ARE N0T COMPOUNDERS.
t, 4
Lth "s"01 article w received by u from the bett Vlaertee.
DiBtllierles and Breweries in tne United Stat a. Call and lnaeeet
oir
Btock and Prices, or write for Illuatrated Catalogue and Priea feist
HBuea o dealers only.
,

you are now paying to
other merchants, whose
rent and expense you must
help to pay. I occupy my
own building and am selling clothing and shoes
without rent charges.

SI6

.l.i

QIOMI.

WMOLKUALK OKALKHB IN

DON'T PAY RENT

E

Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company

t-

PUGILISM.
The announcement that Fltz anJ
Burns were to have a six round botff
In Philadelphia
wns quickly follow
ed by a denial, and this was satis
factory to all concerned ns there Is
no craving to see the freckpd gladi
ator in the ring again. The people
have seen enough of Ruby Robert,
and he would do well to stick to his
task of elevating the stage.
Frank Madden, who Is one of the
hitting featherweights.
Is
hardest
training hard for his fight with Johnnie Allen, which is scheduled
for
twenty rounds. Madden has defeat
ed some of the best featherweights
and lightweights.
Darkey Haley, the Knglish feather
weight who boxed with Tommy
iu Philadelphia the other night
made a good Impression. It is said
by those who saw the
bout that
Haley is good enough to meet Attell.
That may be. but he would hardly
be good enough to beat Attell.
The McGovern fund has reached
the $10,000 mark, and If it Is therefore assured that the little fellow will
be well taken care of for the remainder of his life.
Bob Farrell, one of the few remaining good ones of the days of
fighting, and In his days
an active participator In the fistic
arena, and considered one of the
most scientific boxers In the world,
has opened a school for boxing in
New York. His school should be
well patronized.
All arrangements have been made
for the meeting of Joa Gain and
Philadelphia" Jack O'Brien, In Ne
vada on July 4. for the biggest purse
yet offered in this country.
Kid Abel, who now resides in Pat
terson, N. J., lias Issued a challenge
to tight Murphy, Brltt. Kid Murphy
or Abe Attell. Abel has been con
ducting a physical culture class In
Patterson for the past eight months
and Is In the pink of condition. He
is very anxious to meet Murphy and
can make 130 pounds ringside.

CbM. Meltnl, Secretary

O. Bichechi,

f

t

of the most nutritious
of
foods
Rood, wholesome bread and less of
the
and note your gain
in health. Ditto in money saving,
bread Is cheaper than meats
and
Just as gratifying
to tho appetite. To get the best bread
and other Hour products, always order 'HlTTIlIt lti;AM."

PIONEER BAKERY,

boutm

niter

rrsr.

Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats.
PRUSSIAN POULTRY
601

AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEC
TABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED
North First Street.
Both Phones.

The St. Elmo
I

?OSEPH

120

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

West Railroad Avenue

OlliO000OiOO
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Finest Whiskies

I

Wines, Brandies, Etc.

B
B

.

SAMPLE JtMO

CLUB ROOMS
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THECITYCOUN CIL

APPOIHH
BE GIVEN TO

NAME!SNEWPD

EVENING

2LLBUQTJEKQUE

17.

'

RELATIVES

LICE JUDGE

Also It Discusses a Number Of Members of Legislature, of
Course Without Idea of
of Important Things In'
Influencing Votes.
Short Session.

strain remarkably well. This ttm.
owever. It promises to be a very dlff- rent affair. It all happened sudden
ly and unexpectedly while) Mr. Bur- um was asleep after having bought
11
the votes In sight (see Journal).
member of the house, whb has rend
the Journal constantly for nearly n
ear and who Is now convalescing
loely, figured out that In S65 days.
hat paper used Mr. Rursum's name
t least 800 times. At the regular
rate of five cents this would amount
to an advertising bill of nearly $5,-0a yenr. The member was seized
with the awful suspicion that Bursum
as standing In with the Journal and
as receiving "free advertising." He
at once communicated with his col
leagues and a committee has been
ppolnted to wait on Mr. Rtirsum and
ask him for the facts.

MURDERER

CITIZEN.

V

PAGE FIVK.

OF BENEDETTO

BE

This Exquisite Brass Bed
A Value of Values

E1EI STILL AT EARGE

Pettine Had $400 in His

ML

Pocket-Appearan- ces

Indicate "Malice Aforethought" Theory S200 Reward
For His Capture.

An offering far above, what
you have ever known at the
price. Stylish 'and highly artistic design, having two-Inc- h
tubing. In the . highly . polished
V. 1w
4, I 1
i
or saun
c.
imisiij lit ivruusuij
made, with cross supports and
heavy spindles.
Come prepared for a big surprise, as you will pronounce
this the most decided bargain
you have ever seen.

JS

few tnw

It is reported In the capital that
Hon. Tommy Burns of Rio Arriba
M., Feb. 4. The usual county has had an understanding with
N.
Fe,
Santa
relled about the anonymous letter and
The city council held a short ses- graft scandal about employes has the administration, whereby W. Q.
reward
Inter returned and reopened the quardollars
hundred
Two
sion last night.
The council heard again made Its appearance In the
"malice
rel, points strongly to the
argent,
of
Is
arrest
paid
to
for
of
the
the
will
be
council.
member
reading of the reports of lust month
press of the territory, retain his Job as auditor of the terrl- aforethought" theory, upon which
Pettine, who shot and
Antlmo
departmunicipal
from the different
undoubtedly
will
with even less excuse than It has ory. Speculation Is rife as to what
Berardlnelli
the prosecution
killed Benedetto
ments, unlanlmously chose George R. ever before had.
Is a stone maweave Its web of evidence should the
was
consideration?
He
4lh.
the
on
Feb.
Judge
and
police
26
Craig of precinct
culprit be brought to trial.
son by trade, 28 years of age.
The reports are Inaccurate, exag
discussed a number of things, among gerated
older; 6 feet 7 or 8
many enses absolute
Among the many reports caught up
Pettlne's money and the general belooks
but
in
and
shifting
fire
the
of
which were the
sandy hair. Inclined
lief
by the legislative breezes Is one to the
tall;
that he has friends who are
Inches
fabrications.
poles
of
the
nlurm system from the
shielding him from the officers of the
L. Bradford Prince
to be red; slightly curled sandy
cqn- - effect that
at
made
attempt
No
been
company
has
to
Telephone
Automatic
be
law, does not appear well for his capwhich may
will be the next adjutant general with
mustache.
those ofHhe Colorado corporation, the cealment by the party' leaders and a Job as aide on the governor's staff.
ture at an early date. Descriptions of
off; very red face;
shaved
employes
the
who
to
as
legislators
matand
the
switch
car
First street
.
J?ie man have been sent broadcast all
only cause to date that can be aslarge, white, prominent teeth.
The
many
or
are
mere
are,
how
and
unsanitary
crossings,
milk
ter of
over the country with mention of the
Inst seen on Roma avenue,
Was
. As signed for this piece of gossip is the
to
amount
pay
will
roll
the
council
Incidentally,
cows.
the
milch
above reward, which Is offered for his
military figure and bear
between Seventh and Eighth
stated, there are at present
tamed down ttie bill of Frank Strong previously
capture.
streets, shortly after noon, on
ing and the martial manner In which
assembly
ninety-foemployes
the
for
papox
small
certain
transporting
for
Police Have the letter.
4th, walking rapidly with
, Feb.
he trims his beard.
allotted
been
six,
including
who
have
pest
has
This
house.
to
the
tients
Chief of Police McMlllIn has the
a revolver In his hand.
been the bone of contention at several as "at large" to Mr. Bursum, who, as
anonymous letter which caused the
What appears to be reliable for
council meetings in the past and has chalrmnn of the territorial central street
tragedy.
It was secured from L.
talk Is to the effect that.Jacobo
How
been repeatedly discussed by various committee, Is entitled to them.
of the feed
No stone Is left unturned by the Oradl. the proprietor street,
ever, In Justice to him, It may be said Chaves, council member from Valen-cla- c
committees.
where
ounty, has secured a position at police and sheriff's office to apprehend store on north Third
Present at the meeting were Mayor that of the six at large he named he territorial
It will no
penitentiary for his son Antlmo Pettine, who shot and killed the shooting occurred.
a competent stenographer
Mcleo, City Clerk Harry F. Lee, City only one badly
over to the district
needed and who Is and another easy Job for Ms son-in- Benedetto Berardlnelli, on north Third doubt be turned to
Treasurer Kogers and Aldermen Har who was
be used as evioffice
Hanley, worth every dollar he receives. The law. It Is fair, however, to add right street shortly before noon yesterday. attorney's
rison. Neustadt. Learnard,
in
the event Petcase
In
the
generally
dence
not
believed
It
Is
here
that
relatives
offered
Is
Mr.
have
Pierce
stenographer In question
The dead man's
Heaven and Wilkerson.
hat the governor would use such
reward of $200 for Pettlne's ap tine Is captured.
Alderman Harrison started the ball who was asked to come to Santa Fe means
Chief McMlllen has mi English ver
for Influencing legislation and prehension and excited to greater ef
rolling on the .discussion of milk and from Carlsbad, because his services that such
appointments. If they really forts In the hope of claiming the re- - sion of the missive, which Itself Is
Even tne rubricating
needed.
cows. He stated the city should pro are
were slated, would have been made
and deputy sheriffs written in Italian. It Is too Indecent
hibit milk being delivered by any one press admits that he is "worth the Just the same after the legislature ad- ward, the police
reflecare searching every nook atid corner to publish and casts Insinuating
who is infected with tuberculosis. Al money."
In no way
are
upon
who
parties
not
contrary
reports
to
journed,
tions
the
surscouring
the
employes
are
Albuquerque
Mr. Bursum's other
and
of
derman Heaven would go a step farconnected with the differences, which
rounding country for the fugitive.
follows: One employe selected and withstanding.
ther. He would have the city employ as
are
said to have existed between the
by
of
appointed
Sanchei
Ramon
A number of rumors that rettine two men.
a competent veterinary Burgeon to ex Taos,
two assistant sergeant-at-armwere
circulated
captured
been
had
amine the cows and act in conjunction
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
Oironer'a Inquest anil Funeral.
It is highly Ricardo Alarld and David Oonssales,
about town lust night and this mornwith the city chemist
Tomorrow morning a- coroner's
ing, tout these were without founda- Jury will sit. over the facts connected
probaHJy that a new ordinance will be named by R. L. Baca, and Miss Eva
and another sfenoferapher
tion. No less thnn a dozen people
drafted and read before tne city coun Daugherty
the killing. The Jury, which
The following quotations were re have reported to the police that with Impaneled
prescribes named by two house members.
which
cil for passage,
yesterday afternoon,
was
wan
graft'
employes
report
&
Co.,
by
brokers,
of
F.
celved
Graf
"The
pub
they saw the slayer of Berardlnelli viewed the body of Berardlnelli at
more diligence in prt meeting the
Burpfised
not
am
I
due
and
private
over
own
wires
from
about
.
all
their
of
lic from the white plague.
hours after the shooting but
sald New York, room 37, Barnett Build these reports have proven groundless. Strong's undertaking establishment,
The council may make a deal with that the 'blow fell w hen It did,"
where it was taken after the death.
evening.
last
house
of
a
the
member
was
company
ing:
The police declare that Pettine
the Colorado Telephone
Jury, la omposed of Ben Bothe,
all
we
are
'Jlurcourse
of
"Now
avenue
and that The
whereby the old poles of the Auto
last seen on Roma
v.
n.
Trimoie, Vila jierger,
Noble
we
of
outside
that
but
sum's
Tools'
by
man
company
reports
have
New
any other
owned
Yois Stocks.
about the
matlc Telephone
Tegner, Hugh Trotter and John Hart.
We
men.
our
as
fellow
j
live
much
do
181
light
company
out
Is
Sugar
of
proven
of
in
American
to be false
the
the city since the
It will meet fn the city building at 10
11
Amalgamated Copper
business, will be exchanged for the eat tnree times a any wnen wen-atheir Investigation.
Justice of the Peace w. w.
o'clock.
on
carry
we
It,
businesses
the
afford
willing
to
are
necessary
141
alarm
however,
police,
move
Smelters
American
to
the fire
The
work
XcOlellan of precinct 12 ,wlll conduct
fel
In
engaged
then
we
and
our'
are
101
and
com
reports
of
to
consideration
poles
those
Atchison
give
system from the old
all the
Inquest.
findings of
low citizens elect us to the leglsla
276
any rumors that appear plausible are theBerardlnelll's the
Annconda
the Colorado Telephone company ture.
funeral will be held
'tools.'
we
Immediately
become
toInvestigated.
Ohio
explained
and
the
Into
and
Baltimore
carefully
looked
.'....116
Fire Chief Burtless
from the church of the Immaculate
73
Brooklyn Rapid Transit J
council the importance of making the Our pathway is a trail of corruption
Was Crime lrcmelltatel?
Conception Thursday morning at 9
and graft, awful to see. It is surpris- Canadian Pacific
181
change.
A report from good sources this o'clock. The cortege will leave the
VI
The council heard City Attorney ing isn't it, how soon ordinary citiiens Colorado Fuel
morning had it that Pettine had some- home at 1101 North Second street,
165
Hickey's report on the necessary pro taken from their regular walks of life Chicago North Western
thing like $400 In his possession at The funeral was postponed a day to
begin to 'graft?'
t
o
$4
Erie com
ceedure for the establishment
The permit the arrival here of Tonl Cachl- the time he shot Berardlnelli.
"But seriously,' the reports ofMhls Louisville and Nashville
133
street crossings. Here is the prelim
deposited
money
to
been
have
said
is
of Berardlnelli,
avlllanl. a
86
Inary action as outlined by Mr. Hlc employe business is without founda Missouri Pacific
In a local bank.
The police Imme- who Is expected to arrive from PueD
tlon. There Is at present a large Mexican Central
23
key:
diately notified all the banks not to lo. Colorado, tonight. Burial will be
payroll but the pay has been cut National Lead
A petition from five property own
honor any drafts or checks on Pet- at Santa Barbara cemetery.
for such ser New York Central
126
ers is necessary in the block where down to a minimum
tlne's account but all the banks noti
85
the, crossing is to be placed. Next, the vice. Further I may say without Ylo
Norfolk
fied the police that Pettine hud no
it Is Ontario and Western
4494 account with them. Later, it develcouncil Is to order the city engineer latin any ona's confidence! that num
THE CASINO WILL OPEN
129
Pennsylvania
to prepare an estimate of the cost of our intentions to cut down the
money
on
oped
had
the
Pettine
that
we
the
find
of employes If
that
121
Reading com
; the crossings. After the filing of the ber
his person.
.
26
report, the council must set a time pay roll will not be within the $15,000 Rock Island com
IN MONTH OF MARCH
He earned the sum working at his
expense
made
appropriation
extra
for
93
Southern Pacific
and place for the property owners to by
About
a
stone
trade,
of
miwon.
that
Personally
government.
the federal
St. Paul
146
appear and discuss the cost and necesto
five weeks ago Pettine returned
: 26
sity of the crossings and then adver I am a business man. I have not been Southern Railway
Wlngate
where
Albuquerque
Ft.
from
not
am
I
I
politics
in
PROSPF.CTS ARK THAT IT WILL
know
that
and
172
Union Pacific
tise ior uiub.
he had worked for some time on the
voice In this em IT. 8. S. com
BK COMIC OPERA.
45
The Council then determines how a grafter. I had a l;flo
wing,
to
the
a newi
construction
not consider IT. S. S. pfd
.106
much etfth of the property owners Is ploye selection and
money
sum
large
of
fort. He had a
from Greene Con
31
Manager Franak Storts, of the Al
to be assessed and this amount be- that I did anything to keep me
with him then. After his return he
my con Shannon
23
comes a lien against the property going back home and facing
buoueraue Traction company. Is mak
In Albuquerque.
work
did
other
way.
In
same
old
the
upon
stltutents
of
183
Calumet and Arizona
bearing 8 per cent interest and
A friend, according to the story, Ing arrangements for the opening as
"I am here to state that a majority Copper Range
foreclosed
It may be
95
it was unsafe to carry the Traction park Casino Just
told
him
that
in
are
houses
both
in
members
of
the
mortgage.
opera season
North Butte
just as a
il2
so large an amount of money about soon as the winter
down the employe Butte Coal
35
The street committee was ordered favor of holding
The present Indications are
on his person and advised him to de closes.
proper
proportion
to
and
payroll
a
of
the
First
Old Dominion
54
to take up the matter
that the opening will be made with a
posit it in a bank.
will be done. All this talk May cotton
street switch with Col. Jastro of the that itgraft
$.39
Is reported to have replied: comic opera company something like
Pettine
premature
only
It
Is
not
about
Col.
company.
Albuquerque Traction
Prince' 'organization,
"There Is no use to put It In a bank. the "Beggar
baseless. As far as Mr.
Kansas tity Live Stock.
Jastro is expected to arrive here to- is entirelyIs concerned,
1 may have to get out of town quickly
which held forth at the Casino ten
I
time
the
first
Bursum
ft.
day or tomorrow.
re sometime and It will come In handy weeks two years ago.
Kansas t ity, Feb.
Cattle
Such an atConsiderable time was allotted to knew I was his 'tool' was when I1 read ceipts 12,000, including 300 southerns. then." He did not open an account traction would be a good drawing
have Market steady to strong. Native steers
In the Albuquerque Journal.
the discussion of sewers and paving Itseen
at any bank and It Is believed that he card, but pretty expensive for the
very little of Mr. Bursum and
$4.(I0( 6.60; southern steers $3.50t had the money on his person at the traction company to carry.
Mr.
and from the sentiment reflected at
me
never
asked
has
sure
he
am
that
evident
is
night
it
5.25;
metting
cows
3.75;
last
southern
$2.25i
the
'na time he committed the crime. This Storts la also In communication with
any
measure.
to
vote
for
installing
the
of
Importance
cows
tive
comand
helfer
$2.25
5.00 conversation Is reported to have oc- the management of the- stock
that the
"Now the upshot of the whole thing stockers and feeders $3.25 0
to Albuquerneeded improvements
0 4.80 curred some time before the shooting. pany holding forth In the CrawfordIs
que's thoroughfares is rapidly taking is that a few would-b- e reformers, wh
bulls $3.0004.15; calves $3.5007.50
This story und the fact that Pettine theater at El Paso. This company
In reforming the other fellow western
steers $3.75 0 6.00; west left Berardlnelli after they had quar said to be made up of good actors.
fed
first place above everything else in believe
something
of which ern fed cows $2.6004.25.
are talking of
the estimation of the citizens.
they know mighty little and are at
Sheep receipts 8000, Market steady
teniDtinir to attach blame where it Muttons $4,750 5.75; lambs $7,000
'
does not belong.
FIGHT
BUFFALO
7.65; wethers $6.00 ji 6.60 ; fed ewes
"In this connection, I might state $4.00i 5.55.
ELKS' OPERA HOUSE, MONDAY, FEB. 11
tw
Albuquerque
Journal
for
that the
:
filled
stories.
with
FIASCO
weeks has been
PROVES
;'
Chicago Livestock.
Kngagcmeiit of the Eminent Actor
each trying to convey the Impression
Chicago, Feb. 5.- Cattle receipts 6,- "LittleJuan,
San
of
Walters
that Mr.
000.
steady.
Beeves
Market
$4,100
field Ruppe of Albuquerque and Lu- - 6.0; cows and heifers
$1.600 5.25;
him; management is cero
of Bernalillo county, did not stockers and feeders $2.50 4.70:
Accompanied by
FINED FOIl FAILING TO filVK
0
on
any
employes
the
place
to
wish
Texan.s $3.600 4.50; calves $6,000
ADVERTISED FKiHT.
MISS MARIE DROFNAH
pay roll and favored holding down 7.75.
extra expense. I .was considerably
PreHentliig Sliakesiiearo's Greatest Historical Drama
Sheep
receipts 15,000,
A buffalo Is not a success in the the
since, to learn that It has strong. Sheep $3.500 5.75; market
lambs
bull ring. One was tried In Juarex amused
these men had Just $4.8507.65.
'
.Sunday and refused to fight, says the leaked out that
double their pro rata' on the pay roll.
He had to be turn- That
F.l Paso Herald.
Is, where other members
had
40 people In the a Series of Beautiful Stage and m Carload of
Produce Market.
Flix two, they
ed out and then the police llued
reSpecial Scenery
even
is
Setting! Showing
had
four.
It
e
Chicago.
Closing quota
Feb. 5.
Ills
Proeuctlon
Robert 1100 for failing
that Walters had five. When tions:
An Event of Unusual Artistic Importance.
and returned ported
advertised exhibition
the caucus of the house learned of
Tlie Conspiracy in
Wheat May 78 ; July 77 0 78.
The Ciruiul Square in Rome. The Kuniuii Senate.
the entrance money to the patrons of this, the little hatchet was used freely
Tent of
in,i,.M' :r.len. Tho Orent Ouarrel Scene In tli
Corn May 46$i0H; July 46iM
the ring.
and. I understood the reformers did
c.
Brutus. The Plains of Phlllipl.
There wa almost a riot when the a regular Indian dance when they
oats May 40 fe: July 37i.
Feb. Bill.
a number learned
buffalo failed to fight,
PRICES: "5o, $1.00 niul $1.50.SeaU on sain Saturday
that their employes had been
Pork May $17.72 ; July $17.85.
of spectators threw cushions into the lopied down to the pro rata size.
Antony,"
as
cost
"Marc
appear
In
the
will
Hanford
Mr.
May
NOTE
$10;
July
$1O.O2H06.
ring in disgust and the police started
played In the famous Booth-Barre- tt
I said. Iam not a pol
successfully
as
'However,
so
he
role
same
May
July
$a.7214;
the
Ribs
$9.80.
in to making arrests, and this made itician and of course do not undercombinations for two seasons.
other people mad, and for a time it stand fully these little matters of legItoMon Wool Market.
looked like there would be trouble.
Boston, Feb. 5. Wool market reislation. It appears to me that if
Then came the declaration that the those who believe so strenuously in
dull, with prices firm. Fleece
government had forfeited the pro- cutting down the pay roll, would only mains
wools are quiet.
ceeds of the fight, fur charity, and the begin at home by leaving a few names
enraged crowd stormed the box ollice. off the list, they might accomplish
Money Market.
Finally the officers agreed to the re something.
New York, Feb. 5. Money on cull
1
may
be mistaken
turn of the money to the spectators, though, for I am only a simple 'tool easy, 2 V 0 3 percent; prime mercanurnviiling Robert would stand for a ami unsophisticated In the ways of tile paper 5 4i 6 '4 per cent.
personal flue of $100. This he agreed statesmanship.
My
constituents
Metal Market.
to and fhe matter WJis settled in this would not send me to the legislature
1
K
New York, Feb. 5. Copper
and
manner.
enough
brains
I
had
thought
if they
lead tiiui; unchanged.
The buffalo showed fight when to look out for their interests."
turned into the ring along with the
Interview
above sarcastic
The
Furniture Repaired,
New and Second Hand
St. Imls Wool Market.
fighters, but when they came in with shows the general feeling nmonfe the
St. Louis. Feb. 5. Wool steady,
their capes he became frightened and legislators who have been Insulted by changed.
ran away. The fighters were afraid the false charges of the
to take chances with the animal ean press, particularly me juui nai,
( (K tlAMT Sll li'.ii
Made Over, UpholsterHousehold Goods,
without their capes for protection,
As a matter of fact when the house
STILL COXTIM E.
and therefore there was nothing do list was revised It was found that
New York. Feb. 5. Those who
ing and Picture Framing.
Stoves, Ranges,
lug In the fight line. It was u big Ruppr. who fell under the band have watched the arrivals of cocoa
fiaseo from first to last.
wagon in an effort to get on. hail four nuts into the several Atlantic coast
All Work Guaranteed.
Chin&ware, Crockery.
men among t lie employes. Walters markets have begun to wonder at
also had four and It Is even reported what precise period the imports will
MORTUARY
now Unit he had five and wanted six. diminish and the situation assume
- k.
iMT 111
f
'
wmmiii
Lueero. too, Ipul taken care of a few normal chape. In spite of low prices,
that and the market forced out of lle 7L
It w'as quite evident
"pals."
N. M.
John t. t'ovey.
these reformers believed more in re- with profits and other healthy Xeat-urny
The funeral of the late John C forming the other fellow than
that make for healthy copitinns,
Covey was held this afternoon from one else.
receipts from all points Mill conthe
Ruppe owns a drug stole in Albu- tinue heavy. There are arrivals dally
the residence, M5 North Eighth
Mr. t'ovcv died yesterday, of querque, and well, every little bits on the regular traders from Purto
ulroot
fc3
years of "fiee advertising
helps." These liico and Trinidad, to f,ny nothing of
pneumonia, at the age of
Where to Dine Well
rairview men still have their pro rata of two large arrivals at outports from San
Interment took place In
cemetery.
employes each on the house payroll Bias and West Indian points. Prices
home at present are
some others
and they
per thousand but
The Ladies' Auxiliary of the 15. of mightily disappointed.
It was not the principal manufacturers of shred
an
give
eleventh
their
l. E.. will
Bursum's Tools," who ded coeoanuts are said to be In the- Open Day and Night.
their fault.
nual ball at Colombo hall, February want to hold the pay roll down, did it. market for lots, and this feature
by
arches
Kills'
Music furnished
22.
The members of the house say they seems to afford the only favorable
Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
$1.00.
are not opposed to these members prospect, for the heavy laden Importtr.i. Tickets,
' '
1
t
r,
t
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
having their share of what few favors
U'p Ho It Num. ROUCH DRY; Ini there are but they do strenuously ob- er ul the moment.
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. erial Laundry Co.
m soi
ject to them "hogging'' while prohall.
guise of reformers.
The Uerman ladles' lodge, Freund-schalloghe regular monthly tmsiness meet menading in the
No. 14 5, It. O. H., will give
in
will
be
held
Guild
f St. John's
1
lOX THK FLOOR.
a grand masquerade ball In Redmen's
stry room, Wednesday after
AdMr linrsum is to be investigated. hall, Tuesday evening, Feb. 12.
A full attendance
3 o'clock.
He has been before and has stood the mission, 00 cents.
d.
v.
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In placing our order before
the late advance, we are able
to offer this bed In either finish, full site or three-quartsize at
TWENTY-FIV- E
DOLLARS.
DOLLARS worth THIRTY-FIVer

E

Brass

Other

Beds in all Prices, Varieties

Designs.

and

ALBERT FABER'G
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Building
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E3l REPORT OF; THE CONDITION
OF

The Bank of Commerce
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

s,

At the close of business January 7, 1 907

-

RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts

$

Furniture and Fixtures
Real Estate
Cash
Due from other Banks

1,005,4 S0.IS
5.03S.9S
13.4SLST
117.46S.S6
867,605.13

$1,508,963.71

-

LIABILITIES

'

Capital Paid Up
Surplus and Profits
Deposits

son-in-la- w

3

150,000.00
69,044.31
1,299,919.53

$1,508,963.71

'.

Territory of New Mexico,
County of Bernallll

,

CHARLES B. HANFORD

hull

JULIUS CAESAR

fr

I. W. S. Strickler, Vice President and Cashier of the
above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement Is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
W. S. STRICKLER,
"
"
V. P. A Cash. ,
Subscrl'fed and sworn to before me this 8th day of

January,

R. M. MERRITT.
Notary Public.
Correot-Attes-

SOLOMON

A

and the worries fewer.

i:ts

5 jig

ALBUQUERQUE,

es

.s.--

Santa Fe

$-

i:rii:

e,

C.

Restatant

UiulerSuvov Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG,

Proprietor

IN YOUR HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

HANDSOME

Crockery
Souvenir
vie ws or
Alvarado, Cathedral, Commercial

Club

Household Goods of Every Description

e

MATTRESSES

i

telephone
preserves
Tho
your health,' prolongs your life
and protects your home.

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

ALEU IN

FURNITURE

Directors.

The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the cares less

L. Keppeler
IChas.
'I
K

LUNA,

Convenience - Comfort - Security

300i000xxt00X500

antl-republ- l-

t:

J. C. BALDRIDGE,
W. J. JOHNSON,

Iid

K

A. D. 1907.

& Co.
Borradaile
17 W- rz flirt A im

"?

1

-

REMOVAL
.

French Bakery

.

From 213 West Railroad Ave.

To 202 East Railroad Ave.
Raynolds' New Building

Albuquerque,

J.

C.

New Mexico

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
S
PAINT Covers more, looks best, wears
the longest, most economical; full mtasure.
Plaster Lime, Cement,
PAPER AlwayJ In utock.
RUILDINO
Paint, GIuhs, anh, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STIIF.ET AND COAL AVE. Al.lU'Ol i:jt(l F, XFW MEX
SHERWI.N-WILLIAM-

rr.r st.

ALBUQUERQUE

LAW WHICH WILL

GOVERN THE

Intent to kill, nil that the law re
(qulreii Ih that the killing shall not be
the Instant result of Impulse, and It Is
sufficient If there Is some thought
and reflection on the act, and
choice and determination as the result of such mental action. People
V. Hawkins,
i09 N. Y. 408; People
v. Uarberl, 149 N. Y. 256: 21 CYC
728.

THAW

"tender the supposed facts and cir
cumstances of the killing It seems
clear that there can be no question
as io manslaughter. At common law
a homicide Is not murder, but man
slaughter only, although Intention
.. .
111..!
.11..
he heat of passion caused by ade
quate provocation ; but passion, how
ever great, Is not sufficient to reduce
the killing to manslaughter, If the
provlcatlon is not In Its nature adequate In the eye of the law, or If
there has been time after the provo
cation was given for the passion of
a reasonable man to cool, whether
It does In fact or not, since the safety of the community
requires that
persons shall reasonably control their
passions. And, although there has
been some tendency to leave the
question In such cases to the jury,
,ne law ha8 1,,n" bpen "ettied that
mere suspicion, or even actual
knowledge on the part of a husband
of past or even continuing Illicit relations between his wife and another
man Is not such provocation as will
reduce his killing of the man from
murder to manslaughter.
21 CYC
A fortiori,
suspicion, or
even knowledge, on the part of a
man that his wife Is being pursued
or annoyed by another would not be
sucn provocation as to reduce a

sE

c

Prepared

I0r The CltlZen by
William Lawrence Clark.
Author of

HOMICIDE

ANTCRIMINAL

LAW IN CYC. OF LAW, ETC.
An Interesting and Authoritative

Analysis and Presentation of
N. Y. Law In the Case.
,

In view of the Importance of the
K. Thaw for the killing: of Stanford White and the great
Interest It excites, not only locally

trial of Harry

hut

n,u.k(

taw

..hi!

and"

'

t.,w,ho,e

761-75-

tcou,nt.7

3.

reason to control the passion which
prompted the act,' he was not responsible.
Chief Justice Ruger, writing
the opinion of the court, said that
'the principle of this request Is not
only Impliedly condemned by sections
21 and 23 of the Penal Code,
but
has been held to be untenable by the
express decision of this court,' citing
the Flanagan case, 62 N Y. 465, and
quoting the following language of
Judge Andrews therein, namely: 'In
dulgence In evil passions weakens the
restraining power of the will and
conscience, and the rule suggested
would be the cover for the commis
sion of crime and its Justification.
The doctrine that a criminal act may
oe excused upon the notion of an
Irresistible Impulse to commit It,
when the offender hns the ability to
discover his legal and moral duty In
respect to It. has no place in the law.'
"This view has been adhered to In
the later cases, us In Teople vs. Fer- raro. 161 N. Y. 365. 377; and People
vs. Vllverman, 181 X. Y. 235. In the
lalter case a conviction of murder In
the flrst degree was sustained,
al
though the evidence showed thnt the
defendant had been eccentric, morose.
and of bad temper, and had been
treated In a sanitarium a little more
than a year before the homicide, and
although
some physicians testified
that he was insane. The court, in an
opinion by Judge Cullen, held thnt
whatever may be the opinions of
medical experts as to the insanity of
a person charged with crime, but
one test of responsibility is known to
the law, namely, that found in Sec. 21
of the Penal Code,
above quoted,
which Is but a statutory declaration
of the law as it had long Drevall- ed, and that when the evidence af
fords no reason for doubt that the
defendant knew both the nature and
quality of the act done by him and
that the act was wrong, he Is Justly
nein by tne Jury to be responsible
ror his crime, whatever may have
oeen nis eeeentrimv of conduct, or

EVENING CITIZEN.

TUESDAY, rEBRUAHf

NOTICE FOn PTOliICATIOIV.
Department ef the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, If. M., Jan. 25, 1MT.
Notice Is hereby given that Luis
Garcia of Carpenter, N. M ha filed
"sis Hopkins,"
ki.kh'
of his Intention to make final
(PKUA HOl'SK, TONIGHT. notice
nve-yeproor in support of hit
Mr. Stirling, who Is presenting "Sis
ciaim, vis: Homestead entry No.
Hopkins,'bus secured well known 9220 made April 17. 1906,
for the
people whose names are synonomous iNW
SW14. Sec. 1,
Sis,
with artlstli! and delicate dellnatlons Tp.
90N.,
Range
E., and that said
of
rhnrnrler alnHlna
win be made before H. W. n
There Is nothing false or superficial prooi
Otero, United States court commls- r-Albuquerque. N. M.. on
s.Z,:'
T
1...
liiuiiii j inir wilii !!n"
March 5, 1907.
an oddly dressed country
girl as the
names the following witnesses
central figure. She ts sweet and to He
prove his continuous residence
lovable and easily falls a victim to upon,
and cultivation of. the land,
the snares of a "city" man who by viz:
dishonorable methods endeavors to
Lopez, Federlco Lopez, Fau- Carlos
secure
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ALLOWED

MANUEL R. OTERO,
. Register.

learns, purely by accident of the de
eeptlon, she gets her flrst glimpse of
in real wtmedness of some of the
People of the world; but she works
out her own snlvntlnn
thnt
Philosophy which has made the ,,to
and the character famous and at the
end compR into her own the fullest
measure of happiness and contentment
There have been
many character
studies presented on the stage but
none nas been so rich In native charm
as mat of "Sis Hopkins.'

ar

vl---

NEW MKXICO

Capital end surplus. $100,000

Z.!!2k'rS"

inea notice
his intention to
make final five-yenroof In annnnrt
of his claim, viz:
Homestead entry
No. 9678 made July 17, 1096, for
the BE 14 SE14, Sec. 36, Tp. 10 N.,
MRSSKNtiKIt HOY."
Range 6E.,
lot 1 and SEU irau
WEDNESDAY, FEB. . Sec. 9 anH and
...
C
ln
I
We are glad to announce ihot mi
. ..'!
-- .'.j '
v' "
Rnn
n
Liittb
biiu
saiu
orooi will.
local manager. Mr. Matson. hns se. be man.
- Olttitt
tri.OUrt
uiiuvu
cured for the opening attraction the I Commissioner H. W.
S. Otero at
comedy drama "A Messen- - I bun
He name th." fo.lowlng wltneSs.s
fnformT us tint
"ome 10 Prove his continuous residence
of thT very best dramatic talent
upon,
In
and cultivation of. the ana'
the business and that he will guaran- tee your money's worth. Mr. Sweet viz:Venee.ion
.
,cb, jwc Armenia,
Weii
r,e8
Qrlenv,nM
Car,0
and
Rae'
p,ftyed In thl 'and
Carpenter. N. M.
.
for the n,t
years
ana. needs
MANUEL R. OTERO,
.
nn Ir. t ,!,,. I
our . People.
He
"" " lo
.
Register.
v.
i
vva
cnrrioi
"
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Danas and
.
0
roaa1
Uon
.,ne
fri?et
NOTICE FOIl PUBLICATION.
r"T"'m
l"e u,,le'
eanesday night.
I
Department of the Interior. United
otates iand Office.
UAVAYS OI IET; 1,'i. n a
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
When Creston Clarke appears at
Notice Is hereby given that Mel
the Elks' opera house on Saturday
N. M.,
sin in me modern emotional cnoir uarcia of ofCarpenter,
his Intention to
drama, "The Ragged Messenger," It his filed notice
five-yemake
final
In
nroof
sunnnrt
will quickly be remarked
as It ha
orten before of all the stage work of his claim, viz: Homestead entry
mis talented young actor how No. 9298, made May 1, 1906, for the
ana
Sec- - 30,
completely engrossed in the nlnv hi.
ttange HE., and that aai.1
' MP'
proof will be made before H. W. 8,
utero united States court commi.
sloner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 6, 1907.
He names the following witnpsaAB
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
viz:
Candelarlo Ruiz. Pedro r.arrla v
Garcia, Jose Orlego and Luis nnrrin
S
y Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

.,
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

at

ymen M there was no desiirn to effect death:
l
"en that purpose Is present the
degrees,
A,,' crlne Is murder In one of itsJustifiable!
Inexcusable or
renaiCode. Sees. 188. 1S9, 193;
The .lenrnorf
.. ,
,h
cedure. and the author nf
unnx,.-ivxjii"
uvn
iiiul
vs. Beskwlth, 100 N. Y., 360 while tho ripfaniinnfa
known works on th rHml , i.
"Nor waa the homicide excusable lady and Infirmities of omnr
For the benefit of readers of the Cit-- 1
,
... in . .
w ivsiOl icoiiuil- len who may be Interested In the I or Juat'fiab'e either at common law InsufNCon.
case and wish to follow the testl- lne
ork statute, for
u"u"
mony as It Is published from day to I to be '"usable, It must have been " . . . u
'Ullinilllir;ill UIIU llin I C
day, this naDer renrnii
sunering tne supreme pen
vfr I committed by accident in doing a net rrom
lawful act, and to be Justifiable, It alty or the law."
Clark" statement.
He says:
.. mu8t Mave be
"It - would.... he ho.h im
"
renes of Thaw or his wife, when
-on iv me aeienaant
wa8 reasonable ground to ap- ? exrresslu
any opinion
as to hi.
this prehend a design on the part of the "LAND FRAUD KING"
tine. Whether he is guilty or Inno- person
slain to commit a felony, or
must De determined, not on the
to do "ome "reat Personal Injury,
facts as they have hen nrn,.,.
WRITES A BOOK
the newspapers, but on the facts as I t uiiu wnen there was Imminent
aaner or Bucn designs being accom- they appear from th
le. Sees. 203,
which may be given at the trial,
205. See 21 CYC. 794. 812. 826.
the question will be decided by and
re.,
et). 6. A
re
the
Jury on this evidence
"With respect to the defense of markable book, written by a remark
under the Insanity,
If Thaw was Insane when able man upder remarkable condi
courts instructions as to the law.
jney cannot convict unless they are he killed White, he not only cannot tions, will soon be In the hands of
convinced of the defendants mint be punished, but he was erulltv of the publishers.
beyond a reasonable doubt, and
The author Is a criminal serving
true although
a no crlm"- alld tnla
reasonable doubt as to his sanity at ne may nave Deen 9ane before he time for defrauding
the United
commlt,-ethe time of the killing will require
the act and may be sane Mates government, and his secretary,
an acquittal.
now.
12 CYC 165;
21
CYC 663. wno was once a printer and manipu
"With respect to the law there can Wnetner or not he was Insane Is of lates a typewriter to the writer's dic
we nine question.
In the first place l'ourse a question or ract which must tation, is his cellmate, held under
It Is perfecUy clear that the
be determlned by the Jury from the charge of arson.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATIOIf,
fa. A. D. Puter, known
'unwritten or 'higher law,
as "The
the ev,dence; butby there are centaln tests
sense In which the terms havein been
established
law In this state, as
Department of the Interior. United
ea in connection with
case has elsewnere, ror determination of the
States Land Office.
no place In the law ofthis
New York. 1uestlon whether, if he was te some
Santa Fe. N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
1 insane,
nis insanity was sufinnocence or guilt of the one
Notice la hereby given that rtani.i
wno Kills another depends entirely I nclent to exemPt him from respousl
JInso of Carpenter, N. M., has filed
upon the application, to the f,.t
f
notice of his Intention to make final
the law established by the statute
"In tne flrst Plac It ' everywhere
five-yeproof in suDoort nf hi.
and Judicial decisions of the state. the Bettled
n New York by ex- claim,
via: Homestead
entrv No.
Of course It Is possible for a Jury to Preas tatutory provision, thai Thaw,
9461
made May 22. 1908 for rhA
disregard the law as lairi
t the time he killed White. was sit
SWxl SE
and SE
SWU. Sec. 1
their guidance In the charge of the I ln8an tnat h did nat know the act
Tp. 10N., Range 6E., and that said
vuuri, ana mis is all there is to the I """ wrong, no is no responsible, and
proor win be made before H. W. S.
iaea involved In this use of the term muMt be acquitted. N. Y. Penwl
Otero, United States court commis
Set"- 20' 21; 13 CYC 166; 21
"unwritten law;" but In this state L
sioner, at Albuquerque, N. M.,
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ecom place--, It Is equally
but of the facts only, and under
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his continuous residence
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uiiiens tne circumstances are proven
have his Department of the Interior United
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12 CYC 170; 21
States Land Office.
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to
the
penses of the district court now in
to Denver,
are to be offered to the security hold bacon and ham. Of the former they session, which otherwise would have
and Nevada;
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This?
ers in connection with the merger of took last year $27,500,000, and of the to adjourn for want of funds.
Colorado Springs and Pueblo. Is
The We offer OneHow'a
Reward
Dollars
Hundred
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., and
the Mexican Central lines with those latter $16,500,000 worth. The ap- bill was read the first time by title for any case of Catarrh that cannot be
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Under
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announcement In regard to the details ham $19,000,000.
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that the bill "do now pass,'
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ferred. During their temporary resi struction of cement walks, work guar for Its third reading. In Mr. of
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address.
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TON'S DRUG STORE.
BIGGEST TRAIN CONDUCTOR
CHICAGO
IS AMKIUCA DIES IN
M. E. Stark died early yesterday.
He was one of the oldest and the
largest conductors in the service of
the Lake Shore and Michigan South H
years,
For forty-nin- e
ern railway.
Mr. Stark had been a prominent fig
ure on the suburban trulns and was H
widely known for his Invariable good
humor and his remarkable physique.
Mr. Stark was 5 feet 10 Inches in
height and weighed 382 pounds. He
had long been known as "the biggest
H
conductor in America." and was hard
Mexico
ly less famous for his clever stories
Railroad Metropolis of
and witty Jokes. So large was he that
ALBUQUERQUE.
OF
SOUTH
31
MILES
IS
BELEN
only by an effort was he able to pass
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
through the doors of his train. Yet he
AND
EAST
LEADING
was as lively on his feet as a boy.
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
a a
WEST FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
SANTA EE'S IMPROVEMENTS
ANGEAND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO. LOS
GOING ON AT EMPORIA
LES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
A dispatch from Kmporia, Kansas.
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
says: A gang of men began the work
LOTS. 25x140
of installing the new ten horse-pow1 000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE
electric motor which is to turn the
80 AND
BROAD
WITH
OUT
LAID
FEFT
Fe roundhouse
turntable at the Santa two-man
STREETS WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
power
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lllP and Nashville
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The Great Clearance Sale is in Full Blast.

There something doing here all the time. Everybody pleased
and every buyer making a saving. Here is a tew sample sales of
yesterday.
worker said that a dark mixed suit was what he was afA
One marked at $25 cost him $20. He was
ter, $20 was the
more than satisfied. This is the way it goes and the way it will conuntil the great sale ends SATURDAY NIGHT, the 16.
tinue to
and Children's Clothing, Hats and Toggery at

life-lon-

J. D. EMMONS

PENNSYLVANIA
TO

MEASURE ITS

Intro-duce-

RAILROAD

25 PER CENT CUT PRICED

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

M.

O

MAN
DELL
Clothing and Furnishing

Fine
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Elks' Theatre

KILLthc COUCH
and

MR. GEO. D.

TH-

- LUNC8

Dr. King' 0

Nov; Discovery

SWEET

Prict

rONSUMPTION
0UGKS

Takes Pleasure in
Presenting

60011.00

tH

Frta Trial.
nd duiokeat Oar for all
THROAT and LUNO TBOUB- -

art
XJES,

"The

J0LDS

or

UOI

BJLViL.

Dr. Williams' Indian Plto
kOlntment will cure Wind,
'Bloedine and Itching
Piles. Il absorbs the tumors.
allays the itching at once, sou
as a poultice, ir'ves instant re
lief. Dr.
mnnt Unrnnared for Piles and I ten
Ing of the private pnrta. Eyery box Is
warranted By druiarlRts, by mall on re- or prion. Ml cents and vi.uu. WILLI!N$
IMNIIf 1CTI1RING f 1 . Props., rirveland (iliro.
BUin.
FOR SALE BY a. VANN
k

Messenger Boy"

Elks' Opera House

ltt

and Rand

20 People

9

A Orchestra

The Messenger Boy Is One of the
Brilliant and Fascinating of
All American Comedy
Dramas.

DON J. RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATB
LOANS.

Automatlo Phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building

i

Creston Clark

Prices

50c, 75c, $1.00

-

Seats on sale Tuesday, Feb. 5th

"THE RAGGED
MESSENGER"

CURE

WITH

Wednesday, Feb. 6.

fs

i

o
o
o
o
o
o

at Matson's.

ELKS' THEATRE
8th
Season

"There ain't ao
kmc Indola'aelbln
lor nobody what never done nolhln for

8th

LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE
SADDLE! HORSES SPECIALTY
The "Sadie" for Mountain Partlen
and at special ratea on week days
Auto. Phone 004. No. 119 John St.

A. E. WALKER,
rmm

1NBUANOm,

Secretary Mutual Building Associa
tion. Office at 917 West Railroad
avenue.

W. E.

with Raube and Mauger
Office. 115 North First St.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

R. STIRLING

Presents the Artistic Comedienne

p

Rose Melville

Cui-taii-

In the characteristic play

"Sis Hopkins"
A

TOTI A

THIRD STREET

Moat Market

and Earnest.

of Laughs! Laughs! Laughs!
The Pastoral Comedy Hit
Best Company Yet.

New and

I.ut

Fresh and Salt MeaU
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLIENWORT
Masonic Building, North Third Streot
All Kinds of

l
Scenery. New
New Specialties.

SiHM-la-

Music.

O. A. GLEYSTER

time, last chance to see the
famous

"Snakentine

on AD I

Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD ST.

Play of PuriMiHe. A Plot of Sense.
A Happy mending of Fun

I'll It

MAUGEK

WOOL

Season

Hopklua

yoB."-- SI

J.

5

FEBRUARY

TUESDAY,

THE HIGHLAND LIVERY
tAMBItOOK BHOB. Prop.

Dance" -i- nsur0taryhpulicstatb-

75c, $1.00 and $1.50
Price
Seats on sale Monday, Feb. 4th, at Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albu- querque, Automatlo Telephone 174
Matson's.

FEE'S
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PEERLESS

v.nKun.3,

loiunt.
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Give us your ROUGH ORY work.
and get 11 use, wvuueiusj,
Imperial Laundry Co.

unuui uonolf,

fl

It

COME

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Its Location

0
0

0
0

PS

Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

v.- -

'.mwhu
-

-

0
0

0

0
0

0
0

New
Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Imptovement

0

0

Future

TO BELEN, N. M.

rC04K4M40000000

The Belen Town and
provement Co.

Im-

0

K00K

KB9B9BBBB999999G
A Railway Center
FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AXD SOUTH.
ALL

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANMONEY
TY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.
CASH.
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

WITH
WITH

8

D

S

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

IF
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PERSONAL,
VOKMPSTRAILROADAYEjiiU- -
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Messengers of Spring
Our New Stylea in Low
Shoes for Women: Patent
Kid, Patent Colt and Vici Kid
and Canvas.
They look dainty,

fit and

well.

wtir

2nd.
OurLeadersThe Celebrated

Packages, 25c and 35c per lb.
1 lb. tins, 45c.

for

Richelieu Coffees

I

b.

Una, 85c.

I

lb

.tins, $1.00.

Capitol Coffee
b.

bucket,

with

premium,

$1.00.

Golden Gate coffee
- lb. tins, 40c.
- lb. tins, 80c.
nothing like It In the city. Try
12-

Something

unique
Bulk coffee, 20c to 40c.

GEO. W. HICKOX

a

can.

T. T. MAYNAHD

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs'
THE ARCH FRONT

SOUTH SECOND ST.

ALBUQUERQUE

1

8:60 p. m.
On time.
11 p. m.

Fe.

MANDAMUS CASE

IN

11.

Ji iuii;

itnoTT to
timk
AUUMKNT IN
lli:HI(i
HI.KCTION
;i-:-

Examination of witnesses In the
mandamus proceeding to oust Martinez from the ofllce of school director in district No. 2, Corralles, was
resumed before Judge Abbott In the
district court this afternoon.
All of
the witnesses have been examined
and the court will set a time for
hearing the argumenf presented by
Klock
Owen
for the. plantiff.
lgiiatlo
and
Gutierrez.
Summers
Burkhart for the defense. The testi
mony of the witnesses was conflicting
enough to he directly opposite to the
statements of each, respectively.
The proceeding Is one of man
damus to have Martinez thrown out
of office, which Gutierrez claims by
virtue of an election which put him
In the place. J. F, Sllva, superin
weeks.
tendent of schools, removed him and
Harvey Hlchards, councilman from appointed the man whom he seeks to
the San Marcial district, was In this oust. No salary Is attached to the
city yestereday, on his way to the office.
territorial capital.
I'rolinto Court Mutters.
Judge Jesus Romero convened the
At Its meeting last night the board
probate court this morning In his
of education decided to have telephones put In all of the ward schools office at the Bernalillo county court
house, and a number of minor mat
for the convenience of teachers.
ters were considered, of which the
Mrs. M. 8. Otero has been entertaining for the past few days Mrs. T. following Is a resume:
In the matter of the estate of J. G
D. Burns, of Tlerra Amarilla.
Mrs.
Burns left yestereday for her home. Williams, deceased, the final report
of the administrator was accepted
Mrs. A. L. Mahaffey, who has been
the Incumbent discharged.
quite 111 at the Indian school the past andHearing
of the final report of Jaa.
two weeks with pneumonia, was re- Smith,
of the estate of
ported much improved this morning. the lateadministrator
Elizabeth Baxter, was con
George Kaseman
retnrped
last tinued.
night from a business trip to San
The petition of J. R. Duran to be
Francisco. He says that the city Is appointed administrator of the estate
recovering from the earthquake, but of Ana Maria de Ortega and Jose
slowly.
Guadalupe Ortega, was granted and
the administrator's bond was fixed at
P. Kelly has resigned his posi
tion with the Southwestern Brewery $500, which was filed and approved
& Ice company,
to connect himself
with the ofllce force of the Charles
COW THIEF EFFECTS
Ilfield company.
Hon. W. A. Hawkins was In thl
city yesterday on his way to Denve
CLEVER
ESCAPE
Mr. Hawkins Is attorney for the Kl
Paso & Southwestern railroad, with
headquarters In El Paso.
Klilll'KI) OUT OK ROSM:i,Ii JAIL
W. W. Walker, Mrs. Walker an
HOPE
THOUGHT TO
HAVE
their daughter, who have been visit
BEEN FURNISHED IY WIFE.
Ing Mr. Walker's brother,
Probate
Clerk A. R. Walker, left last night
Lon Reynolds, who was arrested a
for Denver. They reside at Carlln
few months ago on the charge of
vllle. III.
stealing
later was sen
I H. Shoemaker, of West Silver cattle to serve and
sixty days in Jail for
avenue, who fell from the top of hi tenced
contempt of court and was serving
house last week and broke a rib In time for the latter charge
as well as
Bide,
his left
Is able to sit up and awaiting trial on the
charge,
will be around again within a few- made his escape from former
the county Jail
days.
at dusk last night, says the Roswell
Mrs. L. H. Putney will give her Record.'
annual dinner at the Alvarado next
Reynolds has been rooming In the
Saturday afternoon.
Four score of women's cell at the Jail with two
ladles are Invited. The affair prom trusties. He went to the kitchen with
lses to be one of the most splendid them to eat supper last night, and
dinners of the season.
while the Jailor went down stairs to
Edward Hart, the leading hard answer the 'phone, he climbed down
ware merchant In Gallup, spent yes a rope that someone had provided
terday In the city and went to Santa for him. His wife visited him at the
Fe last night to look in on the legls Jail yesterday and It is thought she
lature. Mr. Hart was elected to th provided the rope. Some one had a
constitutional convention from Mc horse tied near the Jail for his convenience and he made his
Klnley county.
The officers are searching for ReyC. C. Jones, who was accidentally
nolds and seek the help of surround
shot in the leg yesterday morning, ing
towns. Sheriff Ballard has offer
was subjected to an operation, which
cost him his leg. The Injury was of eil $r.O for his capture,.
such a nature that amputation
Our women's house shoes combine
the leg was absolutely essential
daintiness with comfort and wear.
the saving of the man's life.
We have some styles without heels,
Paul Kempenlch, of Peralta.
some with low heels and some with
spending the day in Albuquerque
higher heels, narrow, medium and
to
while en route
Holbrook. Ariz., fo wide toes. Plain slippers, Julietes
a visit to his brother, Henry Kam and sandals, with one, two, three
or
pcnlch. The latter Is manager ;fo four straps.
Prices range from
A. &. B. Schuster, general merchant
$1.10 to $2.00. C. May's Shoe Store,
at Holbrook.
314 West Railroad avenue.
Prof. W. D. Sterling, of the Albu
NOTICE TO STOCK HOLDERS.
querque city schools, was selected by
the board of education at Its regular
An adjourned meeting of the stockmeeting last night to represent the holders of the
Building
Uuke City as a delegate to the meet & Loan association
will be held Wed
ing of the department of' suoertn
nesday evening, at 8 o'clock, Feb. 6,
tendenre of the National Educational 1907, at the secretary's office, room
xne association con- 9,
association.
Armljo building, Albuquer
venes In Chicago on the 28th of this que,N. N.T. M..
for
of directors
month. Its membership Includes su and such other election
business as shall
perintendents of schools from all over properly come before
the meeting.
the United States.
D. WEINMAN. Pres.
J. E. ELDER. Secy.
The local lodge of Eagles held a
lively smoker last night in Red Men's
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
hall. Two glove contests were fea
lures of the contest. The first, a six- - WANTED A dining room girl
at the
round go between Becker, of Colo
Columbus hotel.
rado, and Gulnn, of this city, went to
neatly
Becker on points. The other was be- WANTED Two or three
dressed solicitors, lady or gentletween two local lightweights mid re- man; best thing in city to right
persons; $15 to $25 per week. Call
DOCTOH MrC'ORMICK,
between 8 and 9, or 1 and 2, 201
Liquor Habit Cured.
East Railroad avenue.
622 Wert Itallroad Ave.
For u good time, attend the Ger
man ladles' masquerade ball.
s'
j?
hall, February 12th.

HARDWARE

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

CO.

'

Rarebit

to be properly prvaredjhould be made
in Muiuit:fr, livrmun Cnating Dih.
Ahv.iys .ra l v, no worrying about firca,
u mute... and iu a Tew tuiatitea

Kanning, Csffmanfi Co.

1

Chafing Dish
kii pradnced a dainty
your

morsel to resale
lliat your
cucsti. l:s aum to
cmfliff .!f.H it .imilictt with the
'pa,tentl tnmlcu Ivury '
elcnl ftxid iuia found only 1h Man
Din j, Cowman U Cj. Cliafiug Dishes.
FOB BALE

ALBUQUEROUE

B

HARDWARE

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenoe
THE

EVERITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD

AVE.

Diamond., WtcHM, Jewelry, C"t Glass. Clock. Silverware.
roar trad and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

X

We lnrlte

a

4- -

20

Discount

THIS GREAT

20

1

TODAY
We Carry the Larcett Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own pricesalmost
SEE US betore you buy

Do It Today
Established

IT WILL

Lindemann,

1900

204 W. Oold Aveone

S0.50
$0.00

Clean Gas Coke
WOOD.

Wood, per load.

Green Bill

IV.

.. .$3.25

..Watch Fo It oo

HHAHN&CO.

Both Phones.
The firm' of Lommorl & Matteuccl
corner Seventh and Tijeras. will hereafter be known as

CHAMPION GROCERY CO.
Our new telephone

BE

WORTH WHILE TO

COAL

Genuine American
block, per
ton
ts.50
Cerrlilos Lamp
$6.60
Anthracite Jfnt
18.50
Anthracite mixed
$9.00
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace

r&:

o

115-11- 7

Thm

V

number Is 61.

)

Railroad Avenum Clothier.

mis

'IE & ffiaZS (UJ
NORTH F1RGT STREET,

Between Railroad and Copper A ve.

Stoves and Steel Ranges
HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES
Wagon Covers,

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles.

TIN SHOR
In Rear of Store

AL

0

aV '

Wholesale and Retail:

O

HARDWARE

o
o

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves,

KiiliMcrilto

the news.

Discount

for Th

CIiImmi

nay
mouth rirt atrt
tie,403.nr.North
dOI,
rirmtmtroot

refrain from again saying something about Home Insurance.
Every time that the proposition presents Itself of the
tremendous amount of money that is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life insurance to eastern cities, the conviction comes home with increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain in the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money into Eastern channels when It can be placed in home insurance,
and every dollar of it kept and Invested at home.
It is gratifying to note that home Insurance is year by year receiving
more and more its just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies in the amount of business written.
Why cannot this, same record te made here? It can If
every individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value it Is to 'keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
Is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.
CANNOT

WE

ami get

Extracted Honey for
Order by Postal.
W. P. Allen. Box 202, Albuquerque.

4

Nice

Twenty Per Cent Discount

on all Fancy Worsted and Cassimere Suits

E. L. WASHBURN

COMPANY !

Live Men
Crawford

&

Jones

ttO South Second St.
TICKETS

R.R.

AND

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Aisoelatlon Offlot
Trantaetlont

Curaato

ROSENFIEIO'S,

1

18 W. B. A.

COLOMBO HALL
Admission 50c

Address Home Office,

An.

SOCIAL DANCE
1VERY SATURDAY NIGHT
At rum

Occidental Life Insurance Company
1

DANCING SCHOOL
Ladies Frei

Albuquerque, Nei Mexico

Home Insurance the Best

$1.0.

4

and Water

1L

'List your property with

Closes Saturday Night February
9th at 10 O'Clock
p

am

Mah Orders Solicited

HO

SALE

Fittings-Ste-

SuppliesHose and Belting.
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

Red-nien-

10 lbs.

SEMI-ANNU-

.WOW

In the purchase of a Piano

&

5, 1MT.

Big Startling
A Great
MHaMMHaKaaVHaaBaBaaaaaUl
Sensation Comes Off
the last of the Week.

MaanaawaaaanMBaMBi
We can save you money

Learnard

FEBRCAIIT

-

get-awa- y.

A

TtHSOAT,

Believe Us

t

FOR
SCHOOli

'

BRICHMM
Headquarters
Coffee

S.

4

Holt stopped off here yester-d!j- on his way from Iis ("ruces to
Snnta Fe.
Deputy United Slates Marshal W.
U. Forbes Is In Sliver City on olllclal
business.
Howard Clarke returned last nlaht
from Santa Fe, where he went to
;
lobby for Rood roads.
game
lout
basketball
The
of the
season will be played at the Casino
on Friday night of this week.
Charles Mainz, special ollleer of the
Santa Fe at Ash Fork.vas In the city
yesterday on official business.
Harry Cooper, deputy United States
marshal, Is In the Kstanila valley on
business connected with his office.
John Muer Is In the city from Hanover, N. M. Hanove
one of the
In
busiest copper can.
Orant
county.
Frank Strong has returned from
Chicago and other points east, where
he has been absent for the past t,wo

.
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It. o. Marmon mine In yesterday
from LuKunn.
The "Sis llupkliiH" compnny curries
Its scenery In a special car.
Fred J. Otero went up to the territorial capital yesterday morning.
TESTIMONY CLOSES
lr. C. d. Duncan stopped over
here yesterday on his "way to Santa

It.

Strap Sandals, Kid or Patent Kid.
91.39 to t.1.00
VIcl Kid Oxfords, light or extension boIps
I. no to 3.00
Patent Kid Oxfords, light or extension Rolen
2.50 to S.SO
White Canvas Oxfords, leather or
1.R0 to 3.00
wood heels
Gray Canvas Oxfords, leather or
wood heels
2.00
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ulted in a draw. Refreshments and
cigar were to be had in abundance.
A large flight of the birds and their
friends were present.
The Albuquerque Boosters' club it
hot aftr the establishment of the
Santa Fe's tie pickling plant.
They
-- e .addressed
a letter to President
Ripley, of the Santa' Fe. at Chicago,
asking him to consider Albuquerque
s the best place to locate the
pickling plant in the southwest.
Should the' plant be concentrated
here It will employ a large number of
workmen. The letter was signed by
Mayor Frank McKec and R. W. Had
den.
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